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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 6, 1974
TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

February Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, February 12, at 3:00 p.m., in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
(pp,

1-2)

(p. 4)

(pp,

( Po ,

5-8)

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of
November 20. (Minutes attached.)

2.

Memorial Minute for Dean Emeritus Marshall E.
Farris -- Professor Clough.

3.

Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus W.W. Hill
Professor Basehart.

4.

Recommendation of Semester I, 1973-74, candidates
for degrees -- the deans of the several schools
and colleges. (List to be distributed at meeting.)

5.

Request for apnroval of a change in the requirements
for graduation with honors in General Studies -Professor Howarth for the General Honors Council.
(Statement attached.)

6.

Proposal for a minor in Computer/Computing Science
Professor Martin. (Statement attached.)

7.

New Categories of Assistantships -- Acting Dean
Benedetti, Graduate School. (Statement attached.)

8.

Nominations for honorary degrees at 1974 Commencement -- Professor Schmidt for the Graduate Committee.

9-13 ) 9 .

Proposal for a revision of the grading system -Professor Regener for the Policy Committee. (Statement attached.)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
February 12, 1974
(Summarized Minutes)
The February 12, 1974, meeting of the University Faculty, held in
the Kiva, was called to order bv President Heady at 3:05 o.m.
The summarized minutes of the meeting of November 20 were aooroved
as distributed, without formal motion.
Memorial Minutes for Dean Emeritus Marshall E. Farris and Professor
Emeritus W.W. ( ibs) Hill were presented by Professors Clough and
Basehart, resoectivel . The Faculty adopted these minutes by
rising votes and directed the Secretary to send copies to the next
of kin.
A list of degree candidates for Semester I, 1973-74, was distributed. After additions in the College of Fine Arts, the University
College, the Graduate School, and the School of Law, had been
noted, the Faculty voted to approve the list of candidates for
the awardin of the respective degrees, subject to the comnletion
of the necessary academic requirements. President Heady noted that
the list of candidates had been approved by the Regents at their
last meeting, sub ect to later consideration by the Faculty.
Professor Howarth, on behalf of the General Honors Council, recommended the deletion from the Catalog (page 170) of the following
formal requirement for graduation with Honors in General Studies:
"4. Completion at the University of New Mexico of all of the
last 60 hours of the work for th~ bachelor's de~ree." He said
that the Council saw no reason for the resident requirement for
Honors students being more stringent than for other students.
The Faculty ao roved this recommendation, it beinP, noted that
the Faculty Policy Committee had earlier ~iven its anproval.
A nrooosal for a minor in Comnuter/Comouting Science was presented
by Professor Martin of the Division of Comouting and Information
Science, it being noted that the orooosal had the aooroval of the
Division's Executive Committee, the faculty of the Deoartment of
Electrical Engineering and Comouter Science, the faculty of the
Colle e of Arts and Sciences, and the University Curricula Committee. The Faculty aporoved this new minor.
An item concerning new categories of assistantsr~ps was postooned
until the next meeting.
~Y recommendation of Professor Schmidt, chairman of the Honorary
fegree Committee, the Faculty approved the following nominations
Aor honorary degrees at the May 19 Commencement Exercises: Fray
ngelico Chavez, poet and historian, Doctor of Humane Letters:
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and Clayton S. White, M.D., President-Director, Lovelace Foundation
for Medical Education and Research, Doctor of Science. Professor
Schmidt urged that the names be held in strict confidence, inasmuch
as the nominees have not yet been invited by the President.
Professor Regener, for the Policy Committee, said that in the snring
of 1972 the FPC anoointed a special committee to study grading
concerns. Several reports had been submitted since that time,
he said, the latest being the oroposal distributed with today's
agenda, this having been approved by the Policy Committee by ~n
8 to 5 vote.
Dr. Regener~explained that the Committee wished to
have informal discussion of the matter today, formal action at
the March meeting concerning any possible amendments, and then to
have the whole proposal, with any amendments, submitted to the Voting
Faculty in a mail ballot following the March meeting.
By motion
of Professor Re~ener, this procedure was approved by the Faculty.
Professor Howarth then explained the proposed grading Policy for
undergraduate students, this being based, he said, on the student's
choice of three options for any course (see proposal in agenda
for February 12 meeting). Extended discussion then followed,
with numerous comments both for and against the proposal.
The meeting adjourned at 5:02 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary

. --
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
February 12, 19~4
The February 12, 1974, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at 3:05 p.m.,
with a quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY

Will the meeting please come to

order.
Before we start with the agenda, I want
to call your attention that there is a list of degree
candidates for the fall semester that was being passed out
at the door, but there may have been some people here earlier
for the Arts and Sciences faculty meeting that don't have
this, so if you don't have it, raise your hand and we will
get a copy to you.
Everyone has one .
First item is approval of summarized minutes of the
meeting of November twentieth, which were attached with the
call to the meeting. Are there any suggestions for revision
or change?

Aonroval of
Summarized
Minutes

If not, I will rule that the minutes have been accept ed,
approved as distributed.
Memorial
Minute for
Dean Emeritus
.
. M.E. Farris
P ROFESSOR CLOUGH
Mr. Ch airman,
Mars h a ll El mer F arr1s,
Dean of the College of Engineering for twenty-nine years,
passed away on Saturday, December 8th, 1973, at the age of
seventy-eight. Born in Missouri, he went to work as a
mach inist with the Santa Fe Railroad upon his graduation
from high school. After service with the Army during
World War One, he received a scholarship from the Santa Fe
Railroad that enabled him to study mechanical engineering
at Purdue University where he received his Bachelor of
Science degree in 1922.
Professor Clough will present a memorial minute for
Dean Emeritus Marshall E. Farris.

It was at this point that he decided to enter t he
field of engineering education and he joined the e ngineering
faculty at the University of Te xas wh e re he received his
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Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering.
It was at the
University of Texas where he met a young lady, an instructor
of English, who became Mrs. Roselle Farris in 1925.
"Mike,"
as he was known by his many friends, subsequently taught
at Texas Technological College and served as the Chairman
of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the University
of Arkansas before coming to the University of New Mexico
as Dean of the College of Engineering in 1931.
His first few years at the University of New Mexico,
in the depths of the depression, were trying ones. Money
was scarce, teaching loads were high, and Mike served double
duty as dean and chairman of the Dep artment of Mechanical
Engineering. He and his engineering faculty personally did
most of the design and construction of the college's growing
facilities.
In 1937, Dean Farris was successful in getting
national accreditation for the engineering programs at the
University of New Mexico.
World War Two imposed training and educational burdens
of unprecedented dimensions on the Engineering College and
upon its Dean. The end of World War Two and the resulting
influx of veteran students saw the College of Engineering
double and redouble in size, almost overnight.
It was
during these strenuous years, in the late 1940's and
early 1950's, that Dean Farris guided the college to its
present size and stature. Graduate programs were established,
new buildings appeared, and laboratory facilities expanded.
Dean Farris relinquished the deanship in 1960 and retired
from the University in 1963 after serving three years as
Director of the Sandia Technical Development Program.
In
1970, the new engineering building was named the Farris
Engineering Center in his honor.
In the truest sense of the word, Dean Farris was the
father, author, and architect of the present-day College of
Engineering.
In times of financial adversity, world conflict,
explosive growth, and staggering technological change, his
experience and wise counsel kept things in proper perspective.
His energies, foresigh t, and good common sense guided the
College through its turbulent adolescence into full,
responsible, and productive adulthood.
His philosophy of
engineering education that he so carefully inculcated into
the College structure has served as a durable base upon
which to build and refine. He is remembered by generations
of engineering students and will be sorely missed by his
colleagues and friends at the University. Although Dean

f
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Farris left our campus some years ago , he never rally 1 ft
the College of Engineering -- he will always be a a t of i .
Mr . Chairman , I move the adoption of thi
minute and that a copy be sent to rs . Farris .
HEADY Thank you. Would you rise to adopt
memorial minute for Dean Farris .

memorial

h'

(The body stood in a rising vote.}

W.

w.

HEADY The memorial minute for Professor Emeritu
Hill will be presented by Professor Basehart .

ill, Professor
PROFESSOR BASEHART w. \'J. ( ibs}
Emeritus of Anthropolo y, died after a lon illn s on
January 21st , 1974 , at the age of seventy-on.
A native of Salinas , California , Doctor Hill r c iv d
a B. A. degree in anthropolo
from the n·versity o
a i o nia,
Berkeley , in 1929 , and the Ph . D. from Yale niv r it in
1934 . He began his teaching career with an a oin m n
as Assistant Professor of Anthropology at ew exico in
1937 . With the exception of one year as ssoci e Curator
of Ethnology at the Smithsonian Institution , W shin ton,
D. C., and a similar period as Visiting Lee urer ands nio
anthropologist in the Department of S cial el
ons,
Harvard University , he continued to serv as t ach
and
administrator at New exico until his retirement·
1 67 .
Doctor Hill ' s introduction to anthropolo ical f' ld
ork occurred while he was still an und rqraduate a
Berkeley , when he participated in the excavation of a
number of California archeolo ical si es . Howe er, hi
interest soon turned to ethnolog and , durin his raduate
tudy at Yale , he became enqrossed in field res arch · h
the avajo Indians . His two ears amon the avajo resulted
in numerous papers and monographs 1hich ap eared in scholar!
Publications ; the topies of these studies co ered a broad
~pectrum of Navajo life , rangin from a r·cultural and
nunting methods to humor. His final contribution to avajo
ethnology was the monum ntal tudy of ma erial culture
published by Harvard Uni ersity Press in 1971, ritten in
colla oration with th late Clyde Kluckhohn of Har ard and
Lucy Wales Kluckhohn .
Doctor Hill worke with Pima, Pomo,
and ·orthern Ute while an anthropologist with the
·1

- ..

,·

,.
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Conservation Service , but his major field study other than
avajo was with the people of Santa Clara Pueblo.
He began
this research in 1940 and continued to collect and analyze
data until the time of his illness . His contributions to
Southwestern ethnology were accorded wide reco nition by
his colleagues and his meticulous record of his research
provided a solid foundation upon which students could build.
In the classroom , Doctor Hill's infectious humor,
breadth of ethnographic knowledge, and dedication to cholarship made him an inspiring and effective teacher. Ile was
friend as well as mentor to his student, under radu
s
and graduates alike .

•

As chairman of the Department of nthro ology or
seventeen years beginning in 1947 , Professor Hill di play d
his administrative talent in guiding an expanding and
increasinqly diversified department . In addi ion, he d voted much energy to the affairs of the outhwes ern Journal
of Anthropology , which was sponsored by the Universi y
d
the Department and became a distinguished 'nt na ional
publication . Doctor Hill served as associ te edito for
many years .
Professor Hill was honored by his pro essional
colleagues by his election to offices in national organizations and his appointment to important committees. He was
a member of the Executive Board, and later vice president
of the American Anthropological Association and also served
as vice president of the American Folklore Society. He as
appointed to the personnel committee of the Social Science
Research Council and was a member of the Viking Foundation
Award Committee of the Anthropological Association . The
State of New Mexico, too, recognized his ability throuah
appointments to the State Commission on Indian ffairs,
the useum of New Mexico Foundation Board, and as re ent
of the Museum of New Mexico from 1959 to 1971 .
Former students, faculty colleaques, and a host of
friends in the university administration will miss him reatl
r. Chairman, I move that the Faculty adopt this
memorial minute and request the secretary of the niversity
to forward a copy to rs. Hill.
HEADY
resolution.

Thank you.

Will you rise to aporove this

(The body stood in a rising vote.)

-
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HEADY

I will call on the deans of the various colleges to
indicate if there are any changes in the list as it has been
distributed to you.
Starting with the College of Arts and Sciences,
Dean Wollman. Dean Dittmer.
DEAN DITTMER
The list as we have it, is correct
at the present time.
I am not sure that there was -- there
were five added this last week to the College of Arts and
Sciences list and they are on the present list and so they
would have to be approved.
This list is an accurate one?

DITTMER
HEADY

Yes, it's accurate.
Thank you.

College of Engineering, Dean Dove.
DEAN DOVE

No changes.

Thank you.
HEADY
eight -- page five.

Those names appear on pages

Page six, College of Education.
All right, Dean Trujillo.
DEAN TRUJILLO
HEADY

1

Thank you.

You have had distributed to you the list of candidates
for degrees at the end of the fall semester this academic
year. These candidates have been -- the list of candidates
was submitted to the Regents at their last meeting, and
approved by them, subject to later consideration by the
Faculty. We did it that way because of the sequence of the
meetings and not to carry this over until sometime around
the first of March.

HEADY

: ·.

Dean Darling here?

There are no changes.

Thank you.

College of Fine Arts, Dean Adams.
DEAN ADAMS
Yes, there's one change on page nine.
Thomas Parmer, P-a-r-m-e-r, is to be added under Bachelor

Candidates
for Degrees,
Sem. I, 1 q73

1974
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of Fine Arts, with a major in architecture.
j

HEADY

P-a-r-m-e-r?

ADAMS

P-a-r-m-e-r.

Pas in Paul.

And on page ten, another name to be added, under
Bachelor of Music Education, Lucille Johnston, J-o-h-n-s-t-o-n,
is to be added on that list.
HEADY

Thank you.

School of Business Administrative Sciences, Doctor
Edge 1.
One name has been omitted from the
DOCTOR EDGEL
list, that of Rose K-a-i-1-e-y, has been omitted from the
list.
HEADY
Rose Kailey, that's for Bachelor of Business
Administration?
EDGEL

Right.

HEADY

On page ten.

Thank you.

College of Nursing, Dean
DEAN MURRAY
HEADY

urray.

There are no changes.

Thank you.

College of Pharmacy, Dean Bliss.
DEAN BLISS
HE DY

No changes.

University College, Dean Huber.

DEAN HUBER
on page twelve, please add the name
Donald Keith Westby, w-e-s-t-b- .
HEADY

Thank you.

School of Law, Dean Hart is not here, and I don't
think there's another representative of the Law School
here , but I have a note from Dean H rt saying that the
following students are eli ible for certification and
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that graduation requirements have been met.
I believe
there are no names on the list distributed to you.
These names are: Charles Roger Finley, Luis Brijido,
William Austin Sebastian are the three candidates for
Doctor of Law degree.
Now the Graduate College.

Deletion of
a Requirement
for Gradua tion with
Honors

Dean Benedetti.

DEAN BENEDETTI
There is one change on page sixteen
under Master of Industrial Administration. There should
be added the name Roger C. Lattanza, L-a-t-t-a-n-z-a.
HEADY

What degree is that, industrial --

BENEDETTI
HEADY

Master of Industrial Administration.

Thank you.

Now, that completes the review so if there is a motion
to approve the list as revised by these changes, it would
be in order.
DITTMER
HEADY

So moved.
Moved by Dean Dittmer.

Any second?

(Seconded.)

"no."

HEADY
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed,
The motion is carried

Item five, Professor Howarth, Director of General
Honors program.
PROFESSOR HOWARTH
The requirements of sixty hours -of all of the last sixty hours of work for the bachelor's
degree is being a requirement for Bachelor in Honor Studies
at the present time.
So far as I know, it's never been
enforced by the General Honors Council or the records office.
The Honors Council felt it served no useful purpose
and could see no reason why the residence requirement should

be more stringent for Honors students than any other students.
The University requirements for bachelor's d egree i s
thirty hours of residence of which at least fifteen must be
after ninety~two hours.

,,
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This sixty hours -- this last sixty-hour requi ement
is very destructive .
It would prevent students taking
their summer course elsewhere and transferring it. It
would prevent them from going away for a semester in their
junior year or between the junior year and senior year .
I move the Faculty adopt this chanqe.
HEADY

A second?

(Seconded.)
HEADY The motion is to delete the sentence "com
tion
at the University of New Mexico of all of the last s·xty
hours of the work of the bachelor's deqree" under the requiremen ts on page oriersevent of the catalo.
Is there a discussion?
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is carried.
Item six, proposal for a minor in computing -- thi
Computer/Computing Science. Professor Martin.
PROFESSOR MARTIN
You all have a cop of m motion.
I will just sketch the requirements.
It's a joint proposal
from the Department of Electrical Engineerinq and Computer
Science and the Division of Computing and Information
Science.
We are proposing a minor with twenty-one hours of
credit in computing courses taken in either department
either the Department of Electrical Engineerinq or the
Division of Computing Science.
The student will have two advisors, one in each of
the departments . These advisors will, with the student,
work out a program so that each student may have his own
individual minor, depending on his needs and backqrounds.
The student must see the advisors before the
completion of twelve hours of his minor so the pro ra can
be approved before he has taken the majority of his courses.
We are hoping with this minor we can meet the requirements of all of the students of the University for a minor
in computer programming and eliminate the need for two minors.

...
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I move that the Faculty adopt this minor in computer
and computer science.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

Is there any discussion?

If not, are you ready to vote? Those in favor, please
say "aye"; opposed, "no." Motion is carried.
HEADY
Item seven
ships.
I understand from
to have this item carried
meeting, to be considered

is on new categories of assistantDean Benedetti that he would like
over and not acted on at this
at the next meeting.

Item eight, nominations for honorary degrees at
1974 commencement.
Professor Schmidt.
This may be a caution that you are planning to give,
but even if you are, I will give it to emphasize the
importance of keeping confidentiality on this matter until
later, because until we have invited any persons you may
approve for honorary degrees and they have accepted, and
until the Regents have acted on this, there will be no
public announcement about who will receive the honorary
degree, and I think it's very important that members of
the Faculty and others here maintain the confidentiality
of this matter.
PROFESSOR SCHMIDT . Let me review quickly our
program this year for selecting the candidates. A notice
was sent to all Faculty and administrative officers in the
G.S.A. and Associated Students and - alumni, on November
fourteenth.
I heard only today that someone was saying they
had received no such notice, so I wanted to make sure that
the date of that notice was clear.
Secondly, we are working with a new committee this
year, which consists of representations from the Regents,
two Regents, the President, four Faculty members, and a
representative from the Graduate Students Association.
We had submitted some dozen nomina t ions. We met
several times over the holiday break, between semesters,

New CateR;Ori~s of
Ass~antshios
Honorary
Degrees,
1q74 Commencement

154
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and from those submissions, after voting and discussion,
we selected the following two people.
These nominations have been approved by the
Graduate Committee to which the Honorary Degree Committee
is affiliated.
The two people are: Fray Angelico Chavez.
give you a little bit about his background.

Let me

He was born on April 10th, 1910, in Wagon Mound,
New Mexico. His schooling was here in New Mexico at
Mora and then in Franciscan seminaries and colleges in
Cincinnati and Detroit. He was a missionary at Pena Blanca,
Jemez Pueblo, and Cerrillos, in 1937 to 1971. He was an
Army chaplain during World War Two, landing on Guam and
Leyte.
He was with the Armed Forces in Germany in 1951-'52.
He's come to us particularly as a writer, as a poet.
He's published some sixteen books of poetry which have
been widely reviewed. He's written numerous articles
of which I have a long bibliography here.
He is also interested in and responsible for things
you have seen in architecture in New Mexico. The facade
and murals in Pena Blanca church, the restoration and new
facade in the church at Golden, and several books.
In terms of honors, he's had an M.A. degree from
the University of New Mexico, a Doctor of Literature
from the University of Albuquerque, the National Poetry
Award from the Catholic Poetry Society of America.
I think that will do as a summary.
The second person selected -- and we only selected
two -- was Doctor Clayton S. White. He was born in 1912.
He's, at~r~~~t, the president and director of the
Lovelace ~ t o o k his B.A. at the University of
Colorado in '34, was a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford in
medicine in 1935-'38. He was M.D. in 1942.
.
He was a flight surgeon for the Naval Air Force
in 1944. He came to the Lovelace Clinic in 1947, in the
section on aviation and internal medicine.
In 1950 he became director of re s earch for the

'

... ,.. ' 1 5
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Foundation and still continues in that capacity.
In 1963, he was a board trustee member for Lovelace
and since 1965 has been president-director of the Foundation.
His bibliography includes a hundred and thirty-one
technical articles and numerous honors.
I submit these two names to you for your approval
for honorary degrees at the commencement this May.
HEADY
SCHMIDT
HEADY

That's a motion?
Yes.
Is there a second?

(Several seconds.)
It's been moved and seconded.
HEADY
discussion or any questions?

Is there any

Are you ready to vote on the motion? Those in favor,
please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
Thank you very much, Professor Schmidt.
The last item on the agenda is the proposal for a
revision of the grading system.
I will recognize
Professor Regener. for the Policy Committee to introduce
this subject.
PROFESSOR REGENER
Mr. Chairman, in the spring of
1972, the Faculty Policy Committee appointed a special
committee to study grading concerns.
It had twelve Faculty,
six undergraduate students, and two graduate students.
In April -- on April 17th, 1973, that committee
submitted its first report to the Faculty Policy Committee.
The final report of that committee has the date of
January 23rd, 1974, and it was distributed with the agenda
for this meeting today.
At the Faculty Policy Committee meeting of February
twelfth, the Faculty Policy Committee voted to approve this
proposal and to submit it to the General Faculty. The vote
was not unanimous. There were eight in favor and five
opposed.

Pronosal for
r evision of
Gradinp; System

.... 15
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At the same time, the Faculty Policy Committee passed
a motion that it be recommended to the General Faculty
that formal action on this proposal be postponed to the
March meeting of the General Faculty and also that after
the March meeting, the proposal, as amended at the March
meeting, would be submitted to a mail ballot to the whole
Faculty.
Mr. President, what I propose to do now is to first
move approval on behalf of the Faculty Policy Committee,
and then I will make another motion which embodies the other
requests of the Faculty Policy Committee, namely that we
have a month in which to discuss the matter.
The effect of these two motions will be that today
we can have informal discussion, and -- and that any amendments would be voted on formally at the March meeting, and
that then the whole package, as amended, would be submitted
to a mail ballot.
So Mr. President, I move that the Faculty approve
the proposal as given in the agenda for today.
HEADY
The motion is for approval of the policy
as distributed to the call of the meeting. Now, Professor
Regener, as you know, is the Vice Chairman of the Faculty,
I believe, and -- and an authority on parliamentary procedures, one of our authorities on parliamentary procedures,
and he has informed me that a motion made on behalf of a
committee does not necessarily -- does not require a
second because presumably there are other members of the
committee who agree with that motion.
So I am not calling
for a second for your motion.
Now I will recognize you for purposes of making the
other motion that you have already indicated to us you would
like to make.
REGENER

All right.

The other motion is on procedure.

I move, Mr. President, on behalf of the Faculty
Policy Committee, that the General Faculty postpone formal
action on this motion to the March meeting, and that the
matter be submitted to a mail ballot as amended, to a
mail ballot after the March meeting.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

....- 15?

(
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(Several seconds.)
HEADY

Moved and seconded.

Yes, is there discussion? I think that it would be
appropriate to ask for discussion on this procedural motion.
You ready to vote on it? A
the rules for consideration of the
and at the subsequent meeting, and
in which a final decision would be

vote on this would set
matter at this meeting,
determine also the manii.er
made by the Faculty.

VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
May I ask a question to
clear up a point? I understand the spirit of the total
request. However, the first part of the motion, I understand Mr. Regener said would recommend or move the approval
of the Faculty today and that is not what we really are
voting on.
HEADY
No, we went through two steps here.
The
first motion was simply to get the matter . before the Faculty
officially, and it was a motion for approval of the policy.
Then before we proceeded to do anything with that,
he made a motion that at this meeting -- a procedural
motion -- that at this meeting there be no formal action
approving or disapproving of the proposed policy.
Also, as I understand it,
there would be no
amendments to the proposed policy adopted or voted on at
this meeting. There would be discussion of the matter,
to whatever extent the Faculty wants.
TRAVELSTEAD
I assumed h e meant consideration
of the group today rather than approval, is this correct?
That's the word I am tied up on.
HEADY
As I understand it, when we come back to
this matter next month, we will be reverting to his
original motion for approval of the policy, any amendments to that may be considered and adopted at that time,
but if we adopt this procedural motion, even then, the
final action will not be taken at the March Faculty
meeting. There will be a mail ballot on the proposal
together with any amendments that may be adopted for it
at the March meeting and it is only at that mail
referendum that we will have a vote on the motion to
approve the policy.
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Yes.
FACULTY MEMBER
ay we please hear again the precise
wording of the first motion that Mr. Regener is puttin
forward .
HEADY
The first motion was a motion to approve the
policy, the proposed policy, the grading polic for undergraduate students as distributed with the call to the meetinq.
PROFESSOR TAILBY

Approve the polic?

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER

That's what he says.

TAILBY
How can we approve the polic
and say we are not approving it.

and turn around

HEADY
We are not -- I am
we are follow'ng a
series of steps here, as recommended by the Faculty Policy
Committee, and I believe the view of the Policy Commit e
was that the appropriate first step to take was to
formally put the matter before you as we ordinarily would
with anything that comes up on the agenda, a motion to
approve the proposed policy .
It is from that point on that we are deviatin
what we normally do .

from

TAILBY
I am not a parliamentarian and I don't
understand those things, but to my mind, if we act
positively on the motion as you read it back, t' e effect
would be to put us , as the Faculty, on record as having
approved the policy as stated here.
That ' s the way I
understand it.
HEADY
No, the motion that is before us now is not
Professor Regener's original motion to approve the policy.
I recognized him after that motion had been made, and was
before the body, for the purposes of making this procedural
motion;that is what is before us at the present time.
If we adopt this procedural motion, that will set
the ground rules for consideration of this matter.
If we
do not adopt this procedural motion, we will e back with
the motion for approval on the floor, for whatever action
you might want to take on it.
TAILBY

Why cannot we move directly to the procedural

.
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motion rather than take this first motion where we are being
asked to approve?
HEADY

We have moved to the procedural motion at this

time.
TAILBY
HEADY

All _right.
That's what we are considering now.

Is there discussion on the procedural motion?
Professor Merkx.
PROFESSOR MERKX
I think I support this procedural
motion.
I do have a question, though.
It seems to me it's
just -- this is, I guess first of all, a parliamentary
question. Normally procedural motions of this sort,
there is not a debate.
You move to table something,
which is in effect what we are doing. One does not
debate the substance of the motion . So it seems that
we should vote on the procedural motion and not debate it
until we are on the original motion .
HEADY I realize there is some question as to what
extent or if at all we should be debating this procedural
motion, since it is not a simple motion to table, or
postpone, but has several elements in it, and seems to me
it may have some important issues involved in it.
I am willing to listen to discussion if you want
to discuss it. Unless you would prefer to overrule my
willingness to accept some discussion on the procedural
motion.
MERKX
Well, I would strongly support the procedural
motion because I think that in a matter of this importance,
the matter should be voted on by the entire Faculty and
as I understand the procedural motion, this means we will
debate the proposal, make amendments to the proposal at the
next Faculty meeting, and the amended proposal would be
sent out to a mail ballot, and I think that's a wise step.
HEADY

Any other comments?

If not, we will vote on the procedural motion.
Those in favor, please 5 ay "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion

1
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is carried.
I will now recognize Professor Howarth to open discussion on the matter at this meeting.
HOWARTH
As Vice Chairman of the Committee, I would
like to make a brief semi-prepared statement.
The proposal, as Professor Regener indicated, was put
out about a year ago.
Since then the proposal has been
discussed wisely and the college and Faculty has been
invited to attend a number of these meetings, as has the
comrni ttee.
The final proposal that is incorporated in the agenda
today reflects some of the outcome of those discussions.
I
hope that everybody has read all the detailed stuff in there,
or if you haven't, will before next month.
I would like to take a few minutes to talk about one
or two basic philosophical things and also one or two practical
points.
There are certain philosophical bases involved.
First, I don't think anyone on the committee felt that
this was the ideal solution to the grading problem. We
all had different ideas.
This proposal is one that was
acceptable to everybody.
Our aim was to find an acceptable system which interferes .. minfmally with the learning process and minimizes some
productive paperwork, also.
We feel that education is more important than recordkeeping.
If there's a conflict between the two, education
should come first.
We favor recordinq only student's successes. We
so note no value in reco~ding their fai\ ures and this is
in the paper that you have with you.
The other aim was to emphasize student's responsibility
rather than paternalism.
I think some of the aspects of
the positive aspects of paternalism for students will be
realized by taking a serious look at your neglect of
adequate advising rather than by mechanistic processes
-

~

•·.
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which claim to be in the student's own good.
If this proposal or some modification of it were
adopted, obviously this would go through the catalog and
all kinds of changes would have to be made, things like
admission requi ·r ements for degree-granting colleges, and
other things of this kind.
I think with a little good will,
these could very easily be made.
The committee considered
a lot of them and was easily able to come up with solutions,
but didn't spell them out because we didn't feel they were
our responsibilities, directly.
I think we should guard against inflating these
difficulties as a rationality for defeating the proposal.
Now, there seemed to be some misunderstanding from
my discussions about a number of people with some things.
First, the paragraph four, or five, the one which says
that professional colleges in -- can restrict student's
grading options for their programs. Clearly engineering,
nursing, other professional colleges, there's a problem
with Fine Arts and Sciences, they are both professional
things and other kinds of things.
FACULTY MEMBER

What page are you on?

HEADY
This is page ten of the materials that were
distributed with the call to the meeting.
The proposal
is on pages nine and ten.
HOWARTH

Page ten, number five.

I, personally, would hope that the professional
colleges would be enlightened enough not to restrict the
grading options, and I think that it would be wise not
to confuse student's interests with Faculty convenience.
However, the Faculty of the professional colleges
would have these options.
There also seems to have been some misunderstanding
about difficulties for controlling enrollment in certain
limited courses where it was felt by some Faculty members
that part of the difficulties if anybody could enroll
in music four hundred, something, or art something or
other, but clearly department faculties already have
available effective methods for dealing with this.
Ttey
could make prerequisite requirement, they could say, 11 You

(
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can't enroll in such-and-such a course without an A or B."
They can use the instructor or department chairman
or dean or what-have-you.
I think with a little ingenuity
this kind of problem can very easily be overcome.
I don't want to repeat all the arguments that are
in the papers you have, so finally I would like to say that
I hope we can discuss these broader issues with -- before
getting involved in parliamentary maneuverin and amendrn nts
and so on, because I think these issues are very important.
I very strongly support Professor Regener's idea o f
delaying for a month and the mail referendum ballot, so
would like to hear what you people have to say about it.
HEADY
All right, the floor is open for any
comments, discussions, observations, questions, about th e
proposal.
Professor Merkx.
MERKX
I am not sure, I would like to make an
analogy that was suggested to me this afternoon in the
gymnasium by Professor Tailby.
'I

•

l

Some of you may remember the story of the Wizard of
Oz and the reasons why the cowardly lion, tin woodsman,
and the scarecrow went to the land of oz. The cowardly
lion went there to do something about his cowardliness.
The tin woodsman about his lack of a heart, and the scarecrow about his lack of wisdom.
If you recall, the Wizard of Oz gave tin woodsman
a clock, a watch, for a heart, and the cowardly lion was
given a medal to show that he was brave, and the scarecrow
was given a diploma.
I think the issue raised by this proposal bears
directly on what a diploma from the University of New exico
would be worth.
If the proposal is approved, most
transcripts which go out from this University consist of
A's, B's, and credits.
The reason for that is the student
is getting a D, obviously will flunk the course rather
than have a Din his record.
If he flunks, he will have
nothing in his record.
A student who is getting a C work, will take a C.R.

(
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and get a C.R., and the only students that will receive
grades are those receiving A~s and B's.
If this becomes the case, and I think it will i
the students act rationally, it won't be ver long before
the quality of U.N . M. transcripts is recognized by graduate
schools as not telling very much about the real accomplishments or ability of the students.
We seem to, as always, be two or three years behind
national trends . Other universities have one to these
kinds of options in the past. Their students be an havin
difficulties entering graduate schools. Another problem
which was raised many places was that there was a fallof
in the quality of students' work because the students
knew if it didn ' t go well , they could et out of a bad
situation without any record at all .
In effect , this kind of a policy lowers the cost
of doing poor work and encourages poor scholarship on
the part of the students. What has happened around th
country is that many other campuses are abandonin th
kind of policy that is being suggested here and returning
to a grading policy which retains on the record evid nee
of the student's performance.
I came here from Yale, which just at the time I
left went over to this kind of a policy and has since gone
back to an A, B, c, D, F policy, because there was general
dissatisfaction of both the students and faculty.
I suggest that the current system that we ha e has
faults, but there is considerable flexibility, thanks to
the limited credit option we now have, and that if we
adopt the new policy, we will be cheapening U. . . degrees
and that will be damaging for everyone.
HEADY

Professor Huaco.

PROFESSOR HUACO
I
remarks to the ones made b
Professor erkx.

ould like to add a couple of
my friend and collea ue,

With his remarks I am in com lete agreement, but
I ould like to question the statement in para raph five,
page twelve, whether indeed it is true, if I may be
llo ed to make a philosophical point,that the students
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should be -- have the responsibility for their own education,
period.
I question that on the grounds that I think a more
accurate statement, one that perhaps would be more in accord
with both rationality and the way the University system is
structured, that is that responsibility should at least be
shared by the Faculty.
The second point I would like to make is that the
alternative to a defective measurement system is not to
throw it out.
It is to replace it with one that is more
accurate, and more effective, via tests that determine
somehow or are able to tell you that the measurement is working.
Now, I take exception, also, to the paragraph that's
the second paragraph on page twelve, which in a facetious
way points out that curricula vitae fail to mention a
failure of appointment at Harvard or a rejected manuscript
and so forth.
I think that no one in this room is na±ve enough to
believe that that information is either secret or an opinion.
As a matter of procedure, it is obtained, via phone calls,
as just a routine matter in the process of hiring. At
least when the process of hiring is done on other than
ideological grounds and the department is trying to improve
its academic teaching and scholarly excellence.
Third, and my last point, is that before coming
here, as some of you know, I had the extremely unpleasant
task, duty, assignment, of serving as director of graduate
students of the sociology department at Buffalo. That's -I discovered, pragmatically, if you will, that grades are
no indication of intelligence, but they seem to be a
gross indication of the commitment to academic work.
And that the simple maneuver of -- which I was able to
convince the ~raduate Committee to go along with -- of
not admitting anyone who did not have at least an overall
Bin their entire undergraduate work, and make no
exceptions to this, under any conditions, had the effect
of transforming the graduate student population from one
of intelligent people who were extremely frustrated,
discontented, and engaging in a kind of activity which
I can only describe as looting, burning, ripping, doing
such extraordinary things as one morning a couple of young
people had public intercourse at nine o'clock in the
morning in the Student Union in front of the onlookers,
and believe i t or not, they presented this as a revolution
of their political act.

--
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Now, I simply question the tastes or given the politics
of that kind of ehavior.
They had, before that, slashed
all the furniture with knives and so forth.
The administrators and faculty were attacked with
plastic bags full of human feces, in the process of this,
in tear-gassing by police. Some people were damaged,
physically damaged.
In fact, some person was blinded.
Of course , it would be extremely unfortunate
if something of that sort happened here, or anyplace.
I am not saying it's going to happen.
I am not
even suggesting it . All I am saying is that after we had
in fact carried out this minimal reform, that meant that
only Band above students were admitted, we began to et
a different kind of student . Usually a student who was
just as intelligent, if not more intelligent than the
former group, but it happened to be a group of students
that were committed to scholarly pursuits. They were
just as radical in all the directions of radicalism
that exist on the map.
It didn't make any difference.
We were not after them for their beliefs -- we could care less
about what their beliefs were -- we were concerned with
their work .
And I suggest that we need a system of measurement
that will enable us to, however crudely and overtly,
measure that work and on the basis of my feeling, I would
argue that it's categorically fault, however subjectively
it may be perceived , that the Fis punitive.
Thank you .
HEADY

Professor Mann.

PROFESSOR MANN
I don't know whether I am supposed
to conclude from these last remarks that's some relationship between those who are soft on grades and tire-slashing
and looting and burning.
I don't see a connection. I
really want to respond to Professor Merkx.
He suggests a t pe of rationality which he attributes
to students which is competitive, capitalist rationality
Which is "Get whatever you can as cheap as you can·"
The students I work most closely with don't exhibit
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that form of rationality.
I frankly do not cooperate with
the University's grading policy.
All my students know tha
if they basically stick with what they are doing, they are
all going to get superior grades and their rationality
goes like this: "All right, if nobody is trying to make me
do this to get a grade, there must be some other reason to
do it, and the reason is that there's somethin here to
learn."
I found very consistently that when I remove all
of this rigamarole and this stuff about standards and racist
kind of stuff about standards, that what I end up with is
students who are strongly committed to learning something
and who work to get what they came here to get, and what
they are paying to get, which is not a cheap piece of pape
but some knowledge, some technique, and some skills, and
I have found consistently that when I work in that mode
with students, there is a sound pedagogical relationship
developed which, from my point of view, is subverted by
the Mickey Mouse about standards.
I think the standards, the way they are used in most
university settings, serve certain purposes for the Facult
in terms of ego and terms of status, but are not sound
constructional deviles, or practically never soundly
grounded into a good plan of education under extraneous
procedures as educators.
I recognize other people have other ap roaches to
teaching, but I think those of us that find i t extremely
important to minimize the stuff about standards in our
relationships with students in order to get down to the
heart of good teaching, should have an option under which
we can live fairly comfortably.
I think the plan before us does give us such an
option.
HEADY

Professor Tillotson.

PROFESSOR TILLOTSO
I have one sentence I would
like to say in support of this plan, and that is: contrary
to what Professor Merkx, Professor Huaco, and Professor
ann all are creating the impression -HEADY
Excuse me, I will have to call your attention
that the rules of the Faculty prohibit taking pictures

•r
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during a meeting.
You are welcome to stay here and listen,
but not to record on your film .
Thank you.
TILLOTSON
The impression is being given that the
proposal in front of us is somehow to throw out the grading
system .
I think this debate will be much more successful
and more useful to all of us if
r ember that it does
involve only a few limited and rather moderate changes in
the grading system .
That ' s i t .
HEADY

Professor Norman.

PROFESSOR NORMAN
I have made a fairly intensive
analysis of grading .
I think one of the things we have to
admit, and that is to look at the proposal carefully, and
it will essentially cause U.N . M. 's grade point average to rise.
There is no question about it, they will rise.
The way to eliminate the grade, automatically you
have A, B, c, D, F, you have a two point eight; he gets
an A , B, C , he gets a two point five.
It jumps that much.
I have c ompleted a study and I think the Faculty
should know about the study .
It's a study to answer the
question: where is U.N . . compared to other institutions
in the United States today, in regards to its grading
policy?
I have overwhelming evidence -- I am not Joe cCarthy,
I don't have a blank piece of paper, Professor urphy has
read this -- I have overwhelming evidence that U. . . is
in a very bad way compared with institutions throughout the
Unites States as far as its grading policy goes.
May I summarize a few of these facts? These are
hard facts.
I am going to go through a number of them.
I was able to get the senior class grades of students at
twenty different state universities.
I will name the
universities, but I will not name their grade point averages.
University of Arizona, University of California
at Davis, California Santa Barbara, Colorado State,
Florida, Iowa, Iowa state, Kansas, Kansas State, aine,
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assachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina, orth Carolina
State, Oregon State, Rhode Island, Utah, Washington, Washington
State.
They are all institutions comparable to us.
Now, I have made a very, very careful statistical
analysis of the grades given to seniors. Now, there are
one thousand nine hundred and thirty u . . M. seniors in the
year 1970-'71, and of all of these other universities,
there were forty-five thousand four hundred forty-two
seniors.
Now , what I found was this: first of all, let me
point out to you that in comparison to three state universi ies
on our own border, and I should say in the W.A . C. conference ,
too: Colorado State, and Arizona, and Utah, and maybe w
are going as well with them in basketball, I don ' t know,
but anyhow, our median compared to these three other
schools, is the highest, U. N. M.' s median for seniors is
two point ninety-five, and the lowest of this roup was
two point seventy-one.
Now, I don't want people to think there's only
fourteen hundredths of a point difference.
I will make
something about this later on. As a matter of fact, our s
is up so high that i t is up at the sixt -one percentile
of sixty-six percentile of one of these universities
on our border, so I want to make that plain.
Now, when it comes to comparing us to all other
state universities, our median is two point ninety-five;
theirs is two point seventy-nine.
Now , when I say that ours is very, very easy, let
me translate that to you in a few terms. One is that this
is a highly statistical thing. There is no question
beyond a shadow of a doubt that this is a real substantial
difference with these thousands of cases.
We may contend that maybe the difference between
our two ninety-five and the others' two seventy-nine
isn't all that much, but listen to this: it constitutes
ten percent of the students on both curves that I was
able to draw.
In other words, the difference between
two ninety-five and two seventy-nine would be four
thousand five hundred students in the national sample of
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forty-five t h ousand.
And the U.N.M. sample is at least two hundred students.
We are, therefore, very much lower.
Then I did this: from the very same source, I was
able to get the grades, the senior g rades at group of the
most selective colleges in the United States.
I will
read them off to you: Carleton, Colby, Denison, Dickinson,
Cornell, John Hopkins, New York, Lawrence, Lehigh, Mount Holyoke,RbGrand e,
Ripon, Sweet Briar, Trinity of Connecticut, Union, Washington
and Lee, William and Mary, Williams College.
Now, we are higher in our grade point average than
that blue ribbon list of liberal arts colleges. Our grade
point average at the seventy-five percentile -- and it's
highly statistical significant -- is three point thirty-four,
and of all these liberal arts colleges, which constitutes
well over six thousand seniors -- exact number is six
thousand six hundred and seventy seniors - - we are above
them in terms of - - at the seventy-five percentile. We
are above them. We give out some A's and B's that were
higher than the most selective liberal arts colleges in
the country and this is at a time when the Huber report
shows that the A.C.T. of this University h as fallen so
badly I would judge the average college board score of
these schools is about five seventy-five.
We don't use the college boards, ours is now probably
somewhere between four · fifty and four seventy-five, and
yet we have higher mean G.P .• A., and I want to put it in
simplest terms.
We might expect a three point five oh senior,
any three fifty senior, anywhere in the country, to be
basking in a pretty lofty and stratified atmosphere, but
still seventeen percent of the students are above three
point five.
At a typical selective college such as I
mentioned, Johns Hopkins, Williams, and so on, there would
be only nine percent or h alf above it at the three point
five level.
Now, I have further data. I have data whi ch shows
the relative performan ce of U.N.M. students at our own
professional schools, at our school of medicine, at our
school of law, as compared to other undergraduates.
I know this, too, that U.N.M. will take students
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from the U.N.M., itself, professional schools. This is
true, but let's see what happens at the professional
schools.
U.N.M . undergraduates going into the school of
medicine, their mean grade point average climbed from
1971 to 1973, over two-year period, to three point
thirty to three point forty-one, but there was absolutely
no change in the medical school aptitude test, the medical
college admissions test .
In the law school, the U.N.M. grade climbed point
fifteen, and there was some climb in the -- in the test.
What I should say is this -- I am sorry, excuse
me, I have got my figures wrong.
In the law school, here 's
what happened in the law school.
The U.N.M. undergraduates came in in 1971 with a
mean grade point average of two point eighty-five, which
had climbed to three point one one, a twenty-six
hundredths of a grade point, over two years. At the
same time over those two years, the law school aptitude
test score of the U.N.M . seniors, fell, while it was
going up twenty-six hundredths of a grade point, the
objective, criteria, outside, detached criteria in the
law school admission test went from five seventy-five
down to five sixty-five, a minus twenty-three, whereas
students coming from all other institutions, their grade
point average went up forty-eight hundredths of a point,
but their law school test also went up twenty-two
hundredths of a point.
And what I am trying to say here is also this: that
if we go now after they are admitted to .the law school,
what happens? What happens after admission to the law
school? Well, both groups, U.N.M. group and other students
from other colleges come in with exactly the same grade
point average, they both come in, our students come in
with a two point ninety-three to law school; the others
come in with a two point ninety-four, exactly the same.
No statistically significant difference, but what
h appens to them after they enter?
The other students have a higher,significantly,
law school average at the end of the first year. Midway
I don't want to bother y ou
p oint is significantly higher.
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with figure s.
They are -- t h eir law school aptitude test is
significantly higher. Their writing test is si nificantly
higher, - on every other objective criteria, every other
one, but the grade point average, the U. . M. undergraduates
are statistically, significantly, lower; they are lower.
Now, if the members of this Faculty oul like
to read this report, I would be happy to see that it is
distributed before the ballot.
It took me time to do this,
twelve-page report.
That's all I have to say.
HEADY

Professor Alexander.

ALEXANDER
I am a little bit perplexed at the s o called philosophy of this proposal.
I agree quite hear ti l
with Professor Merkx who said what I was going to say,
although uch more cleverly, with the Wizard of Oz.
But i t appears to me what is wrong here, the philosoph
that we can create a better educational environment b
removing the negative restrictions, seems -- the philosophy
that you need the restriction at both ends, negative
restriction and positive emphasis on how to do it more
effectively is the important thing. And I -- I know
that Jack Howarth mentioned this, that we needed some more
attention to advisement and things of that kind.
I think that's where our trouble begins, when we
gave up the advisement problem.
I think what this gets
at is reducing the quality of mediocracy in our program.
As I foresee it, it wouldn't be very long before the D grade
would be called a punitive grade and somebody would ask us
to get rid of that, and then a c grade would be called a
punitive grade and somebody would ask us to et rid of that,
and i t seems to be that no grade needs to be called a
Punitive grade and if people think of it as a punitive
grade, they are thinking of it in the wrong terms.
.

Perhaps facetiously, if an F grade or any other grade
is called a punitive grade, it should be relabeled
"N.H . , " meaning "needs help." I think perhaps t h a t wou ld
be more appropriate labeling rather than if one considers
e i ther For Dor E or any of the lower grades punitive.
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That would simply indicate that something was amiss
somewhere in educational program of this individual, and
that individual should be looked into in the way, no
doubt, that we are not doing at the present time.
So I don't think that chang ing the grade, as this
suggests, is going to accomplish anything at all.
HEADY

Professor Lawrence.

PROFESSOR LAWRENCE
One thing we should be convinced
of is that the grade point average that comes out of what
we do at the University of New Mexico isn't very valid.
Probably not reliable, either.
The one conclusion I get from your study, Ralph,
is that assuming that every other institution knows what
the meaning of its current C grades are, we don't, and we
are in bad shape.
Now, that seems then to be the basis for the
argument that what we have got to do is tighten up the
grading system, rather than to get rid of a current C
that we know is false in the first place.
But one thing that the research evidence suggests
clearly, that grades predict is what grade you will get
in the next level of the formal school system you go into.
Someplace I read -- I think in today's Lobo -- a
quote from somebody about the research that shows there's
a very low correlation between grade point average and
school, college, graduate school, and whatever external
measure of achievement we use.
It's almost a zero
correlation in the studies I know.
So it seems to me we have got to face up to what's
the fundamental issue, that is that we are dealing with
a value problem. The value problem is between those of us
who believe that an educational institution is a place
that ought to provide a learning environment that will
maximize what happens to people who come here.
On the other hand, it seems to me -- and I may be
unfair in my categorization of the other side -- but it
seems to me - those of you who argue that we can't afford
to mess around with the G.P.A., even though we know it's
lousy current c, is that we will fail to live up to our
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responsibility to sort out people for the rest of society.
And I don't believe that an institution whose basic
purpose is to sort out people for society, is legitimate
and deserves our support as educators, and therefore my
only concern is not that the grade -- that the proposal
goes too far, it doesn't go far enough.
It doesn't include
graduate school, and it still leaves an option which a
bunch of kids will be forced · to choose, because society
can't live with the fact of people are going to be different
and somebody's got to tell them who they are.
(Applause.)
HEADY
We are going to -- I am going to recognize
people who have not yet spoken before I recognize those
who have spoken.
Professor Jones.
PROFESSOR JONES
I just saw Ralph Norman's report
a couple of days ago.
I can't tell adequately with that
other than to perhaps dismiss it in the same way that Dick
Lawrence did, by addressing myself to more fundamental
issues, and it was fortunate that Professor Merkx referred
to the Wizard of oz.
I have always had the suspicion
that we learn more from little children than we learn
from those who are certified to teach.
My five-year-old daughter got on a Wizard-of-Oz jag
about two months ago, and we listened to it daily, almost.
I know the story very well and I think Professor Merkx
should know it better.
The point of the Wizard of Oz is
that the Wizard was phony.
(Applause.)
The Wizard did not have the right to bestow those
gifts that he presumed to bestow, even.
I didn't realize
I am not claiming that knowledge myself, that was taught
by my five-year-old daughter, even though as I say, she
had that insight.
But I think it is important, and this is all that I
would like to say: I would prefer to stay away from statistics
because I can't deal with Ralph's report yet.
I am in the
process of trying to.
I think i t may mean -- it may well
mean that we are doing our job better than all those other
Places.
It may well mean that some of us here realize that
we are not and should not pretend to be a, quote, blue
ribbon, unquote, institution, that most of our students
are not concerned and should not be concerned with going on
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to graduate school. That was Professor Merkx's primary
restraint, about the new system. He felt it would
invalidate our diploma as a passage to get to graduate
school.
I am concerned with three things -- with fear,
with power, and with authenticity.
The reason I support removing the F grade and only
that, although there are a lot of other things I would
like to see done -- the reason I feel that's important
is so many of us, myself included, h ave -- still do exercise
that -- the presence of that grade, the existence of that
grade, as a control measure. As long as we can give that F
to the student, that student has to listen to us because
of the power that our institutional context gives to u s.
Whether we -- we might disclaim that power as I
ofttimes do in a class, we might disclaim it and say, " I
don't like to give F's. I prefer not to give F's." But
as long as I have that prerogative, I am in control. Not
because of who I am, not because of what I know, but
simply because of the position I occupy in t he instituti on.
I simply feel that too oftentimes debates ab out
grades stay only at the level of statistics, only the
level of what other institutions are doing, only the le vel
of certification and do not confront what I feel to be
t h e real issue, that is the human experience that
characterizes our day-to-day routine at this place
called the university.
I was intrigued by Professor Huaco's statement
about sunny Buffalo.
I did fail to see the connection
between those sort of radical -- that radical behavior
and the grading debate.
I would suggest that if the
university really was functioning the way that it should,
human relationships and what learning should be, that
that kind of behavior would never take place, there would
be no sort of artificial power structure existing in t he
university.
I don't want the students to respect me. I want
to respect my students. I want them to respect me for wh o
I am and what I know and wh at I can, I hope, manifest
in them about the concern that t hey find out who t hey a re
and What they know, and to get ri d of the F grade woul d ma ke
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my existence a lot easier instead of tryin

somehow o
prove that I am authentically committed o le rnin,
their learning somethin other than get a gra e , nd
are other reasons for being here , simply e1at they
being certified .

It ' s so easy to be the Wizard of Oz . I ' s so a
to be the Wizard o f Oz and stand behind the cur ain and
pray to God that nobody pulls the lever that o ns he
curtains and shows what we are, but I feel that
d
more students are becoming aware of wha is
h'nd
the curtain and until we are really -- I am no
any countergroup or gross mass therapy, bu un
really ready to present ourselves as au hen ic
n
to the students engaged in what one mi ht ik
h
community of learners , as opposed to a communi
o
scholars, until we are ready to admit tha it doesn'
m k
any difference what kind of gradings stern
h v, w
will still hold on to some kind of punitiv ma urem n
whereby we can maintain control .
I simply hope that we can garne th r p
our students for reasons other than that ow r.
HEADY

C

0

Mr . Read .

Mr . Read is president of the Graduate Su
Association.

nts

MR . READ
I guess I have heard of more of the
discussion more than I need to in the last few months ;
by subterfuge and the grace of some authority ,
graduate students serve on a number of conunitte s a
this University.
I serve on Curricula Committee , for
instance , with Mr . Caplan, and the Graduate Committee
with Mr . Benedetti , and these thins have been discussed
there , a very strange dichotomy that afflicts us about
rading .
I really think that I agree with Joel and St e
in a lot of ways .
I don't kno that the tat· tic
ke
a difference . I think that our value syste
do .
I
think that that ' s fundamentall the cone rn .
am sur
hen you vote in a month or so, that you are reall going
to be voting about the ay ou think abou yours lf and
the University and the students, and the particu ar
chanism that we have chos nor h
b en chosen o sho
that value system, is the one called the Howarth ro osal .
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So I tender that it is not a question of
grade point averages and admissions to graduate schools
and the like.
It's really a matter of how you feel, how
you believe, how you perceive this particular process.
However, if it could simplify, if we could simplify
the matter to a very small point, that of simply maximizing
options for students, certainly a reasonable kind of gesture
to make on the part of the Faculty, I suppose that it would
be sound to adopt at least the two part -- of the two-part
system on that basis.
On the one hand there's a question
of no entry, certainly, but the other part that no one
seems to be considering at least at this discussion, is
that i t gives the students an option of choosing a rather
wholesale manner to take particular courses or a particular
fashion.
That seems very reasonable to me, that the students
would choose in what particular way for what particular
purposes, take a particular course. So that part of the
dual system that you are talking about here seems very
simple.
The no entry system you are obviously going to
discuss more and more and I plan to listen to only some
of it.
I got some children to take care of.
That particular system does seem to me to be punitive
and doesn't seem to me to be a very valuable one for us to
engage in the length that we are even engaging in i t at
this point.
The issue of maximizing the option for the student
seems to be again for me a simple one.
I would refer you
to the April 13th, 19 7 3, 'thronicil.e of Higher Study," a fullpage study done by American Council on Education, fellow
named John Carder.
Six hundred sixty-nine institutions,
spring of '73, especially the part where they talk about
grading practices. Obviously everybody likes A, B, C, D,
F of some sort of a public university, something like
ninety-nine percent use that.
Significantly, the faculty evaluation of a selfevaluation report by the students those same four-year
institution, the kinds were twenty-eight point two percent.
There are about twelve options of ways that
universities grade, quote, unquote, an d obviously the
numbers here reflect that the numbers of institutions
Use more than one style because i t doesn't add up to

17
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one hundred percent, and even I can figure out the statis ics
that well.
In fact, no record of course grades is kept at
all in two and a half percent of the institutions, perhaps
which is the avant-garde that we are referring to .
I think this kind of information -- I wouldn't say
it 's statistically that, that, or the other, but this kind
of information points out that a multiplicity of options
for students is not unreasonable.
In fact, your peers
throughout the country seem to say they can agree with it
whether i t be blue ribbon institutions, or some of the
places that you would rather not be teaching in, and you
are teaching here, now.
I think you should all be consigned to those plac s
I suppose by some miraculous intervention, if it comes o
this, make i t simple.
Let the students have the option nd
let that option include no entry.
I am sure that you kno
you always have the power to go back and put the F back in.
NORMAN
HEADY
NORMAN
READ

May I comment on the statistics?
Yes.
Yes.

Make it brief .
Your name is Mr. Read?

Yes, R-e-a-d .

NORMAN
Did you read the whole original article
by Mr . Stevens?
READ
NORMAN
all wrong .

Not at all.
Well, I am sorry that your s ta tis tics are

I don't doubt that they could be, and you
READ
would point i t out.
NORMAN
I am sorry, ou see what happens, eople
will take these things and then use them for whatever
they want to their own purposes.
I urge you to read the
original article by r. Stevens, educational director
for the fall of 1973 from which that was abstracted and
from which you quoted partially. You did not give the
whole story .
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READ
NORMAN

It's all there.
I am sorry, you did not give the whole story.

Thank you.
HEADY

Professor Murphy.

PROFESSOR MURPHY
I not only could vouch for the
existence of Ralph Norman's report, but also I would like
to say in regard to it, that I don't think we can ignore
such statistics as are revealed by this, nor as were
revealed by the Huber report.
What this is is further evidence that much as we
would like to teach whomever we get, that the statistics
affect whom we do get. There is increasing evidence that
there is a brain drain from the university -- from the
State of New Mexico to other institutions.
I doubt very
much that we can make an equal pitch to bright students
and dullards.
I think you have to choose whether or not you are
going to make your cardinal attraction to students who are
on the brighter side of the spectrum or whether or not you
want to make a school for dullards.
I don't thi nk you
would do both.
The tendency is for the brighter students to
simply seek out institutions where other bright students
congregate, and I really think that what we ask for here
is an ever-lowered standard.
HEADY

Professor Anderson.

PROFESSOR ANDERSON
I worked out kind of a different
line of thinking or reasoning that I would like to run
through briefly that may shed some light on -- just a
different way of looking at grades.
It's based on taking kind of a systems view or
a societal view or figuring out what happens in the
larger context.
As I see it, the function of grades in the terms
of overall system is that the grade serves as a system of
reward.
In addition to the F's which is kind of punitive,

-·
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but the main emphasis is for a system of rewards and wha
happens to those that get the rewards.
Well, those that get the B's or the 's, get th
best jobs, and the best jobs pay the most money.
Okay. For the most money consumes the most resources.
I think you know where I am going.
So when a system starts running out of resou c . ,
then what happens? The old system of rewards no lone h
the value to that system that it formerly had , so h n
has to figure out some way of either changing its valu
or modifying that system of rewards, so the lo ica
hing
from the system's point of view is to som how igur ou h
to get the A's to the most stupid student , b cu
h n
they will make less money and consume less, nd th sys
will function better.
The only thing I am pointing out is tha th r a e
value changes going on here that are bi er than the ones
we are thinking about, that are bein fo c don us, and
the grading system and the revision wear s u
in wi h
is part of a bigger movement.
HEADY

Professor Warner.

PROFESSOR WARNER
I don't think there's a single
person here who didn't read Professor Huber's remarks,
with alarm.
Regardless what department you are ·nor
what college you are in, regardless whether you fa or
Dean Wellman's or other people's suggestions about what
to do about the quality of the -- or the number of grades
given in the higher brackets. We all believe that something has gone wrong with the kinds of students e are
getting .
If the A.T.C. scores are an indication of ih t
kind of students we are etting -- but we are attacking
this problem in the wrong end if we are serious, if we
ant to et students, the bri ht students that con regate with bright students, as e heard, let's go to the
Colle e boards, let's o to entrance requirements.
We have
an asked them
ot ten the sad
B cause i

all taught stu en
w o c
to e 1 exico
the question, ' Why did you com h re," and
answer, they came here -- "well, jus because.
here, like th
er orn.

11
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If we are serious, let's don't t
top
b n
on the problem . Let ' s try to et th
etter stu nt.
do that we will have to attack the entire ducation 1
in the State of New exico which is a hopelessly crippl
rarnshackled wreck .

m

(Applause.)
And it's a serious project, that would d
nd our
intellectual and physical energies for ad cade, bu 1
h n
don't fiddle-faddle around with talk abou st i
c.
we have got a problem throughout this state which is
I am in favor of the Howarth proposal.
doesn't go far enough , but I am also in favor
thing about the real problem in this sta
an
and the real problem in this stat Univ
bloody thin to do with a A, B's, and

o

(Applause . )
I am qoinq to reco niz po
ho h
enavi cz is a student repr s nta ive.

HEADY
s oken . Mr .

Yeah, I would like

MR . BENAVIDEZ

no

ask

O

0

orman: on your report, you are comparing he ' 70
grades with - - '70 year seniors with '72 scor
of
board , is that right?
I am sorry, I didn't h ar the

0

BEN VIDEZ
Are you compar·n
he
ear seniors with the '72
. T . C . board?
NORMAN

72

I EZ

uestion.

rades of th

'70

.C.T.

S . . T.?
I ha

I

coll

Yes .

I have no
AVIDEZ

r

A. C . T.?

BE A IDEZ

B

n
h

no • . . T .

Wh t --

'70

OU

r

ear?
0

I am talking

ou

the la

chool

sions
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test, the L.A.S.T. and M.C.T., the medical college test.
This is after -- at the point when people are seni o rs and
before they enter the profession.
BENAVIDEZ
How many of those from U. N. M. t hat you
compared came along to work for the U.N.M. undergraduate
school?
NORMAN

How many ·--

BENAVIDEZ

Yes.

NOR"111AN

went to U.N.M. undergraduate school?

BENAVIDEZ

Yes.

NORMAN
I have three different years. In 1971 there
were eighteen in medical school; 1972, thirty-two; in 1973,
seventeen came in.
From the law school, fifty-six came in in 1971;
forty~seven came in in '72; and forty-four came in this
last fall in '73.
BENAVIDEZ
NORMAN

What percent
What is that?

BEJAVIDE Z

And what was that percent of that total

body?
NORMAN
Of the total body.
I don't know what
percentage it was of the total body. I could add off all
the numbers if you give me a minute, both U. N. M.
BENAVIDEZ
Well, it just seems like your figures
don't seem to be really true of the story since forty -four
that is how many I think it was, sixty-five admitted to
the student body at law school.
NORMAN
BENAVIDEZ

How many ?
Sixty-five.

NORMAN
In 1973, there were seventy-five students
admitted to the u .N . M. law school, that I had data on . I
may be off by two, but it's very close. Twenty-nine from
other classes.
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HEADY

Professor Dewitt .

am erhaps pickin up on ro sso
PROFESSOR DEiITT
erkx ' s words a little unfairly, but
think we wold 11
like to have classes with twenty-eigh suer r a s uden s
in them . Every once in awhile I get on
ha a ro ch s
that and I say , "I am in luxury," so I don't hink ha
s
the heart of my job comes in .
aybe that ~ha I am doin
that is most important, I hope , is some ·mes do'nq
1
eaching with the -- as Fred Warner aid, wou d u
prepared students we qet here to help som peopl
look like dullars , look a little bi mo e lik
after they come out of my course .
WARNER

May I reply to that?

What I am speakin about a e not jus
exceptions .
I am talkin about six hun r
one of the leading high schools in th s
and fifty coming here . I am talking abou
neighboring states . They would rather
o
Colorado .
DEWITT
I know it . I said
little bit unfairly , but I do think

a
ha

izon

o

pick· n on
we hin

W RNER
I am not talking about the occ ional
bright student .
I am talking about attacking he up er
half rather than the lower .
HEADY

Would you identi y --

PROFESSOR ELLIS
I am Dick Elli , H'
0
W ha
hilosophical arguments and we have heard statistics.
t
the risk of offending the Polic
I would lik
to say that the proposal ~-. . . ....raa..
HEADY

That '

Professor

the briefest statement so

r.

eier.

hin s
here ar a whole s ri S 0
PR FESSOR EIE
hat come up from our school, in ludin the s
ea
em s
that was brought up . But the hin I want d
dd
myself to was the objection that th Universit
in some kind of sorting operation or th lar r
I
s
oes no
in ac I the
r i
i
so iological vacuum . It serves a cli nt
ser es

--
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an institution of larger society , and part of the idea o
staffing the University with a faculty with advanced
educati ons , is presumabl not only to teach to students
who are corning in , to teach subject matter , but then it
becomes part of the responsibility both to the student, to
their own pro fession , and to the society at lar e to
certify t he ma stery of subject matter .
If the grade is phony, if the grade is such that it
certifies a higher level of mastery than has been actually
is actually o c curring , or if it hides , it misrepresent
this . Then it is , of course , is not doin the job .
My position is that this proposal and the a gum n
against punitive grades , so-called punitive radinq, ar
a way of , I think , faculty members coppin out f om one
of the basic responsibilities they have in their
o ssion .
And that is to certify , as accurately and honestly
possible, the level of mastery displayed
students in
their courses .
If that level of mastery is zero, or near zero,
then an Fis that -- indicates that that ' s the level o
mastery attained .
It is not something that is a function
of the faculty members power , it is something hat is
earned by the students .
The A should be -- an A grade should equally attest
an earned
indicate an earned level of mastery.
So we are , and should be , engaged as part of our
professional responsibilities, in certifying . That's
partly what the grading obligation is on the part of the
faculty .
My objection to this proposal is that it ' s one
further step in the application of this very important
~esponsibility .
It will furthermore create a game playin
increase the game playing oing on in the University by
students with the gradin system . We have some very -e have some very good examples of this during the period
when we had the previous reform, which we repealed, on
allowing people to withdraw at any time thy wanted to
u to the twelfth week.
And this group, it ' s true , in terms of gaming,

they can play the odds , instead of working at the courses

-.
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and becoming concerned ~ith the intellectual concerns of
the course , they become, many of them, completely absorb d
with the game playing, maxi'mize the gains and minimize he
losses .
The third thing about certifyin is that I have had
this experience time after time after time, and most
recently last semester, where a student comes in and be ins
to fail a course I am teaching, and is
toni hed b caus
in the most recent case I have a double majored sociolo y
and literature and'! am getting a three point iv av ra e.
How can you say I am failing?"
I present the objective evidence o thi m n and
he still does not accept i t and the truth of the ma
r is
that I had to tell him that he couldn't write an nqlish
sentence.
And I am claiming that every Faculty mem r
ave that -- that studert_an A and a B, particul rly I
would think in the area where written work is r uir d,
on the basis of his demonstrated ability, was -- w
perpetrating a fraud on that student .
obody, un il
got to me, had the guts to tell him where he stoo and
what he had to do in order to meet ome kind of m'nirnal
standards of performance.
HEADY

Would you identify yourself?

PROFESSOR JOHN-STEINER
I am Vera John-Steiner.
I
think the extraordinary occupation that we have, is students'
level of performance wholly, is actually a denial. It's
the true concern we should have. That is how to teach
better .
I think we are in a very exciting situation in ew
Mexico.
I do come from Eastern United States, which do
attract students who have one to pri ate schools who do
very well, but who do not know how to relate to their
environment in which the live and to the cha 1 n es of
that environment.
I think that e are here because we are n
to qet a job in a, quote, un uote, better school;
they are here for their on rea ons.

le
hen

I am not here for tha
I am here because I think
that I have an opportunity to work with students who i 11
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make a very, very great contribution, not only to the State
of New Mexico, but to the nation at large.
I think their
re·sources in the communities, native communities, Chicano
communities of the state, which do not include very high
skill in writing the English language, but I would like to
submit to you that that is not the only skill that is needed
in order to create a meaningful and workable state.
I think it is possible, and we are doing a lot in
trying to help some people that do not write and speak too
well in English, to do a better job of that.
But there
are engineers, there are physicians, there are artists,
painters, and so on, also architects I heard last night,
who also have some difficulties in mastering the English
language to its perfection.
If you are really concerned with what students are
learning, then grades that are indeed usually a reflection
of the verbal skills of the students are not necessarily
an indication of anything except those skills.
Therefore, if you are really concerned in developing
students who have a broader range of competencies, then
let us, in the different parts of the University, truly
address ourselves to how to teach this range of competencies
more effectively so we do not continue to measure that which
has already been measured at the age of ten, for most of
these kids, namely the vocabulary scores on their tests.
HEADY

Mr. Tomasson .

PROFESSOR TOMASSON
I have a copy of that that Ralph
Norman just mentioned by Edward Stevens, and I think it's
something that you should be informed about.
It's a
study that was in the educational record of fall, 1978.
It doesn't say anything about punitive grades.
HEADY

I

6 8?.

TOMASSON
Okay.

What was that year again?
Well, fall of 1973.

What did I say? --

Doesn't say anything about punitive grading or about
the F, and I am not sure how I feel about the F, in getting
rid of the F, but it does say something about unconventional
k~nds of grading systems and how they are looked on by
directors of admissions at various graduate schools, law

85
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~·. 1
schools, medical schools, undergraduate schools.
This is based on a mail survey of about five hundred
directors of admissions in these different kinds of schools
and they were asked to evaluate a number of different kinds
of grading systems, eight different kinds of grading systems.
And I must tell you what the results are, that they
overwhelmingly -- and remember, these are directors of
admissions -- they overwhelmingly favored the traditional
grading systems and disliked the conventional grading
systems like no credit and no entry and so forth.
If I may, I would like to read to you the concluding
paragraph of this study -- I will mention again by George
Stevens, and it's in the Educational Record for -fall, 1973.
The concluding paragraph is:
"In summary, if less than highly prestigious
institutions -- if a less than highly prestigious
institution adopts a nonstandard grading system,
i t should plan to assist a significant number of
its students who attempt to transfer or gain
admission to graduate schools through especially
comprehensive annotated grades'worths on reports.
Students should realize the way other institutions
will weight other skills will give to their
admission. One cannot predict precisely who will
have what duties where, but it is clear that
many students will have many difficulties in many
places.
The very uncertainty in regarding
individual problems make no doubt dealing with
them more difficult."
So what I would like to say, that surely on the most
pragmatic grounds that we should not accept this plan whereby
students have this option of -- option one or option t wo.
I am leaving the question of the F grade aside, and
I think we should really save students from having to make
those kinds of choices, and particularly, when they can
later harm them in transferring or going to graduate or
professional school.
HEADY

Professor Trujillo.
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TRUJILLO
At this point, I don ' t know if I want to
talk about the book or not .
I am not sure there's a lot
of people that want to talk about the proposal, either, but
maybe a couple of brief conunents.
One, I am astounded with the cause and effect that
I hear corning from the esteemed colleagues at the University
of New Mexico.
Secondly, I think there's a very basic question before
us, and that has to do with the mission of the Universit
of New Mexico in the State of New Mexico. In my mind i
reads as follows: the University of New Mexico is either
going to be responsive to the needs of the State of ew
Mexico, and the surroundinq area, or it isn't, and i '
going to set up a "lead-us" institution.
I almost feel now that we are taking th po ition
that has been taken by man people in the education sys ems
not only here but throughout the state, that we want to
work with the superior student. Hell , the superio studen
can learn without me or an instructor. He can learn in
spite of me .
We have a different mission if we are truly educators
and the University of New exico, sitting where it is, is
responsive to those needs or it isn 't, and I don't know
that the proposal really addresses those kinds of questions.
HEADY

Would you identify yourself?

MR. YORK
I am Phil York.
I am attorney eneral
for the Associated students, and not in my capacity, but
from my own feelings .
Number one, I think the most important thing to
recognize is the fact that an , B, C,
, E, F, qradin
system would be ideal if it was follo ed to -- to the extent
it should be followed.
You have fifty percent of the
students get c, five percent each A and F, and in between.
Now, the Faculty, as a body, has not been able to
follow that system. Therefore, the system, as the statistics
pointed out, has been totall ineffective.
As far as the punitive grade goes, you kno~, is it
or isn't it? we could discuss thi t ' l l the cows come ome
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and not get anyplace with it.
I think the basic system that has to b followed is
a system that all the Faculty members can live w'th.
I
think the Howarth proposal is that system, and
thin
I might say in closing, I would like o ask ou o thin
about this a little bit: that in spite of the fac tha
he
Wizard of Oz gave away wrist watches, and o her nons nse
and stood behind a curtain, as he poin ed out w
a phony,
the lion did get courage.
HEADY

Professor Beckel .

Well, when I have hear
nm
PROFESSOR BECKEL
of people and I agree wit them who supper
h'
not that I support the pro osal, nee s ar'l ,
that grades can be -- can interfere with h
ion 1
process. And I don't see any way of avoidinq e ntirely
this particular problem.
I strongly disagree with the stat m nt th
re racists.
In fact, I have never hard a more r
statement , to my knowledge.
The third thin I anted to sa, ·s his,
troubles me: it seems that those who support the
or many of those who support the proposal, s
favor of delusion, elusion of other ands 1 i
One of the thinqs that the educational roe
supposed to do is to get so eone to understand and o
accept themselves. Of the people who speak about his
hilosophy seem to be in fa or of delusion, a I s a .

The fourth thin I wan to ask,
want to
rofessors , my collea
, Professor Re ener, this u
i this proposal fails, i
the Faculty Policy Comm·
oing to seek to expunge fro the record all eco d
the pro osal having been entered into the m·nu e of
meeting?
HEADY

I presume he's not in· tin

on

he

ans

his time.
r. Tempkin.
TE
I
y n
is Louis Tempkin . I am one
of the student senators of the ssociated S udents.
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I would like to reply to some of t h e comments that
Professor Tomasson made.
I am originally from a city where I at t ended an
experimental h igh school, and the difference b etween that
and a public school and the oth er public schools, was we
had an experimental grading system.
The system that we had measured what - - y ou know -did it -- we didn't have normal numerical grading s y stem.
We had a system where we learned because we wanted to learn.
We -- we were able -- y ou know, we had -- we h ad a grade
of M for mastery, whether you got wh at was termed a sixtyfive or what other schools considered a ninety , it was all
an M, because -- and because of t h at, you decrease d the
competition and we were more -- we were more concerned wi t h
learning for the sake of learning.
When I went into that high school, we h ad no guarantee
that we would be accepted by any college that we would be
that the system would even work.
It was -- it was -- we
were basically pioneers, going into it because we were
dedicated to it.
I think that the argument that the proposal shouldn ' t
be adopted because it saves the student the problems abou t
you know, because students -- it would save students, I
believe -- I believe it was t~rmed in t he following manne r
it would save students the problems with graduate schools.
I think that's basically hogwas h . Because for one thing,
the students haven't been asked, and they haven't been
consulted as to whether they feel, you know, this would
be a major problem.
Now, personally, my opinion is that I am very much
in favor of t he proposal.
I think that -- that if we were
under the proposal, I would take a course more because I
was interested in that course and b ecause I wanted to get
something out of it, t h an to go for the particular grade .
I h ope that's what I am doing now , but it's -- but
I know many students wh o aren ' t . Th os e students who I · have
spoken to have been very much in favor of it, and I would
like to put before the Faculty one p oint which I don't
think has raised, is before the Faculty makes a decision,
are you p lanning to consult the students? That proposal
hasn 't been made yet.

-.

,
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Doctor Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
The hour is late and I do not wish to
speak at length on this point, but I think Mr. Trujillo
brought up probably the most fundamental question that has
been brought up today, and I would like to reserve the right
to make a statement in some detail about this.
This has to do in part with the mission of _the
University and how we face up to that mission, and how we
face up to the realities of it.
I think that underlies a
great many things that we are talking about today, and I
think are quite relevant, and I hope we can spend some time
on it next time, because it does have implications of grading,
the way we look at students, the way we treat them, what
they come for, and what they expect, and what they get while
they are here, and what they take away with them.
I think that's an excellent question, and it's
fundamental and must be pursued.
It's almost five o'clock and I don't want to talk
any more.
HEADY

Would you identify yourself.

DOCIT'OR STRAHL
Pharmacy.

Doctor Strahl, from the College of

From the way I see it, the U.N.M. teach es three
kinds of students: good students who work hard, good
students who don't work hard, and poor students that don't
try hard.
Now, for the good students that try hard, his
grading policy is of no consequence. We all recognize t he
poor students that try hard need help and some reaction
to that should be done, but I do feel seriously that the
Previous revision or proposal would accentuate the good
students that don't work hard.
I think we should tighten the belts and make students
perform better than they have been.
HEADY

Professor Davis.

PROFESSOR DAVIS
Charles Beckel spoke of dilution
and suggested that those that support the proposal are in
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some way delusicined.
It seems to me that the real ·delusion that I have
heard operating here today is that many people seem to
implicitly feel that the present system is working, or
with some kind of minor twist of a screw, we can make it
work.
It seems much evidence that we heard today is a
very strong indication that the present system is not at
all working, and the evidence that Dean Wollman has amassed
about the variations in the College of ARts and Sciences
are overwhelming evidence that the present system is not
working.
So if we find this system delusory, then we have a
task to find some alternative that we can indeed all live
with that won't be a delusion and simply to defeat this
system is not going to solve the problem which clearly
faces us which is to find some kind of system that will work.
I would like to point out to one other grade,
everyone seems to be pointing to the punitive F.
I would
like to point to what seems to me to be an important
change, and that is a change. C grade, which presently
is listed as average, and on the new system would be
listed as satisfactory, this seems to be an overwhelming
change of direction allowing me to decide what, indeed,
in my class is satisfactory, and not requiring me to operate
in relation to some mythical average.
HEADY

Yes, sir.

PROFESSOR YOUNG

Professor Young, College of Fine

Arts.
I just have one small comment concerning the punitive
or albatross F.
I would like to think of it as kind of a
therapeutic grade, myself.
I seldom use it, but with many
~eople, an For a D, especially, can force them to look
into themselves and make them go into another profession
that they should be engaged in.
Also, I don't think it's going to hurt the person
forever.
I think probably a lot of educated people in this
:oom that may have a Dor Fon their record.
I have one
in cultural anthropology.
It never particularly affected
me. They said, "How did you make this D in cultural
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anthropology?"
And since I was applying for a theatre job or ov rnment job and not a cultural anthropology job , it hasn't hur
me at all .
So I really think that the D' s and E ' s are compar
meaningless .
If a person proceeds to get a serie o D'
and F's , I think he should think about eing a very succ
e m
plumber and probably make a lot more money than we
and not worrying about grades too much.

i

l
ul

But I think we have to have standards and wh n w
ade
junk the grading system for basically some hin
w
become meaningless , we are doing ourselv s dama
are not being faithful to students or o
HEADY

Is there anyone who has not spok n?

Doctor Darling .
DOCTOR DARLING
Just have one quick on
o no
rgument pro or con in qradinq system -- I intend t
do
is taking on what vice President Travelstead sai
Trujillo said about the mission of the niversi y and
clientele it serves .
There is now the stat 's f'n l re o
of the U. S . Commission on Civil Rights which deals speci ically
with the educational problems of the exican-Am rican.
The sixth report, it ' s the most massive accumulation
of data , takes a look at the educational problems and
concerns in that very area , and I recommend very seriousl
that those groups who are charting the courses at this
University , take that part collective data and give it a
careful look , and if deans or other people that ould like
to re · ve a copy of that conunission report , I am sure
that I can see that one gets to them in some way .
MR . ALMAGRO
I am ecy much concerned w · h the wa
this has been going .
I am very much in agreement with
Doctor Travelstead's remark about the mission of th's
~articular University.
Seems to me that we are v ry much
in the heart of the Southwest, and if I may just approach
my comment a little differentl, sor of take anoth r kind
of approach , to make my comment this way: if, ·n act,
our Faculty here is concerned or overly concerne with
c anging the nature of the struc ure of this Universit
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into a blue ribbon school or an ivy league school and o o ,
I would like to say that if that's the kind of an
we are going to take, that maybe i we are assumin
of missionary , that if I may speak from my own e hni
minority , but I think it's probabl high im w 1 f
d
found some institution where you may be abl
o do
but we do have a commitment, responsibility o do
r
the needs of this state, first of all; and secondly,
the Southwest , for our concerns with th oth r, w
n'
seem to work with it, then I would stron 1 ur
maybe looking elsewhere for a position mi t
mo
advantageous .
HEADY

Professor Gregory .

r ciou
I a r e ha
PROFESSOR GREGORY
h'
learning takes place amon most stud n s
Our objective, presumably, is to incre s th
learning that takes place . And I would also
0
it would be desirable to address ourselv
problems of minority groups who may no
in English or have other -- they ma have had prepar ·on
h
that does not make it possible for them to pcrfo ma
level of a Harvard law student who is goin to school.
However , I can ' t see how the di cu s·on of th
grading system is relevant to that problem. We can
oli h
the present gradin system . I can tell my class tha I
love them all and I am truly intere ted in their education,
but as long as I have a hundred and twenty-five in there,
my class , there ' s not much I am going to be able to do o
address myself to those particular roble
On the other hand I do aise some qu stion about
whether or not the proposed change ill do anything to
increase learning . If one view is the student, as a
rational human being, who has -- who views on the one side
he costs of getting an education in terms of eff rt, the
re ard of an education, it's not at all clear o me that
that -- that it follows that all students are so -t
a large proportion of students are suff'ciently thir t
for knowledge .
It's pure nonsense -- that the absence of any
of any incentive structure ill -- will l d th m to
perform at their best . I think our objective should
to et each student to learn to the ca acity of h's
ility .
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However , I think that there ' s -- that if h
rationale and his objective , is to e
a diploma i
that he can go out in the world and show an m lo
he has gotten through if -- otten hrou h h
and managed to get a diploma and now ualifi
trade union card , in that sens~ , toge
inimize the effort required to qet the rad union

n

r

0

I am not speaking of the s uden s who do
are highly motivated . They will do wall , nyw
would guess that that ' s a small minority o
h
body .

0

If the rational student wi hes
should be minimize his effort and do
by and get his diplom? I t s m
o
under the proposed system will e th
out with less than four point ave q
o
to the professors that ive hos
econd college and ake that and com
point , and anyone that can't do tha ,
ultimate sign of failure at the Uni
HEADY

Professor Drummond .

PR FESSOR DR
HEADY

our
h

0

D

I

o e

jou n .

Is there a secon?

(Seconded . )
HEADY
oved and seconded -- let m make an announ
ent before we vote on i t . I
a asked o
hat h
pro osal concernin the Facult
ena
was
the Faculty I think earlier, and a
o be on this
ill be on the agenda for th next meeting, and
revised proposal from the commit ee ha ' s been
t that will be mailed to all Facul y m mb rs la

' Y '

Those in fa or of the
opposed, "no . "
T
Adjournmen ,

l

o adjou n,
carr d.

:02 p
11
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Degree Recipients
December 21, 1973
COLLEGE OF ARTS

,J

AND

SCIE CES

Bachelor of Arts

tajor
Journalism
History
History & French
James Gilb rt Arn
Journalism & Political Sci
David E. Arra, i
Speech Co unication
Julie Jean Ba.bbl '
Geography
Lawrence Rough Bar leyv'
English
Robert
nneth Bel, Jr .,,/'
Political Science
Dina
Benedettivl'
Psychology
Daryl
Bl ck
Anthropology
Thelm
Bo l s
French
David
Bride e11./
Anthropology
. 1 ,JJ
Claire Bulme
~ ~ French
("'~ (l _ . O ~
Beverly Jane Burr_./".~
Psycho!~~ r-·
Louise Anne Calhoun
French
Glori Jean Castillo-I'
Spanish
Christopher Spots od Cause~ Spanish
David Robert Ch
rlin
English
Patricia R. C ancc
Psychology
Christin Doris C
Anthropology
David Anthony Cherby
History
-1,:Betty Jean Childers
Journalism
Arlen
rion Cinelli
Journalism
Genese Annette Crad ock~
German
#Mary Jennine Crocco
Anthropology
~tephanie
e D ffer
Spanish
..:/<-John Robert d Capriles.;/
Philosophy
John Allen Dillon III
History
Stev n Tho s Dishuck~
Psychology
William Charles Dix./'
Journalism
Douglas Allen Driesner
Geology
James Clayton Ellis..-,"
Sociology
Richard E. Encinias~
Spanish
Robert arvin Ervien//
History
Edward James F llen III
Chemistry & History
Denise P trici Fallon~
Anthropology
Michael F.dwin Feyen
Psychology
jz#Glenn Morris Fishbine.l'
Political Science
-*Nicholas Edward Flanders./
Anthropology
Elena Claire Frankenthaler
Anthropology
~ictoria Anne Scott Freeman
Spanish
James
rk
English
Charles c. Gag~
Geography

Fu~;;~

@magna cum laude in History
#tnagna cum laude in General Studies

+-~~

Minor
English
Naval Science
None
None
B&AS

Philosophy
History
Spanish
Special Education
Sociology & Biol
Art
Latin American St
Spanish. , ~
Drama .
Anthropology
Portuguese
Anthropology
History
Anthropology
Spanish
English
English
Spanish
English
Sociology
Economics
Mathematics
Philosophy
Sociology
Political Science
Chemistry
Psychology
Portuguese
Anthropology
None
Political Science
Political Science
Economics
Philosophy
English
Portuguese
History
Distributed

Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
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Major
Minor
G ry George Gisolo
English
Naval Science
$Ana Elizabe
Godinez /
Sociology
Spanish
Daniel Andrew Gonzales
Psychology
Sociology
Robert H 1 Good ./'
Economics
B&AS
j:Jack Jay Gre~b rg./
Chemistry
Math & Biol
Bob J . H 1 V
Economics
Mathematics
-'f.Alan ,elvin Harmsv /
History
Naval Science
Fredric Red H rshe
Psychology
French
Michael Jude Harr ft
English
Journalism
Ryan Peter Hatch
English
Political Science
-j<Mark Scott Hend rson
Anthropology
Sociology
Gail Jo n Hodyke V
Anthropol~
Political Science
Clarke Dean Hubbard
Geology
Distributed
~ r y Caroly Hues ann ./ ·
Spanish
English
"1(Robert lan Huethcr~Ll·~,.o,inc.~~ournalism
English
English
Rita
rie Jaramillo
Psychology
Donald Kieth Johnson
English
Art
English
Christopher Cary Jone
Psychology
History
Evelyn Kathleen Jones
Journalism
French & German
-f;.Ardis Elizabeth Keepin./
Psychology
Russian Studies
Kenne
0d' 11 Killebrew
Political Science
Sociology
+::Amanda Kyle Kinlaw~
Psychology
*#Susan Lynn Kirt.I
English
Distributed
Sarah Jo Krahn~
/
Anthropology
Spanish
Elaine • LaC apelley"
Anthropology
Sociology
Carol Sue Lane
Psychology
Sociology
Robert l<a er Latvcn/
Chemistry
Mathematics
"*1lichard Anthony
Vallo/
Anthropology
History
Music
Paul C. Lees/
/Speech Communication
Biology
Robert Lawrence Lindberg, Jr . Political Science
History
Laurance Dee Linford""'
Anthropology
Biology
..foavid Raymond I.opez./ /
Chemistry
Anthropology
Eraldo Cayetano I.J.J.cerol,
Sbciology
B&AS
P~trick Arlon Lyon /
Economics
Wilfred Edward
ez
Political Science
History
English
F.<iward Lawrenc
tteuccV
Political Science
Geography
Zachary I.orne
Cormickv
History
History
Joel Mark
Crillis,/
Economics
None
~Stephen Joseph McLaughlin
Anth & Engl
Distributed
---n Barbara Dinegar enicucd/
Geography
Sociology
~rilyn um 1
ku
Psychology
Portuguese
Rudolfo Montoya-/'
Spanish
... - ,
Mathematics
Pamela l<ay
renus./'
Chemistry
Biology
Kevin Dennis Murpl'}Y/
Chemistry
Naval Science
Steven M. utzig/
Russian Studies
--*:oaniel Albert
jj:a=r~~~~~~Po:..::.::l~i~t~i~c~a~l=-=S~c~1.~·e=n~c~e=-..;....:.:ug~~~~-;:;E~c~o~n7
om3:i~c~s__.l..LL!,:::::..~
1:ttoward Dennis o• w ry
Psychology
English
J~hn Rich rd Orr{'
Sociology
Music
Richard Larry Orrison
History
Art & Engl
Michael Dale Oswalt./
History
Geography
$Donald Bruce Pettine.(
Political Science
History
~rgaret Vickie Pittman.I
Spanish
Music
-» Dean Chris Polychronis
Journalism
English
/\ \Lloyd Walter Powers.;
History
Geography
/

I

*

$cum laude in General Studies
#magna cum laude in General Studies
%sununa cum laude in History

T~c/2.~~

Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
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/
Major
Helen IDuise Radcliffeyl'
Anthropology
Kathryn Adele Ramirezv"
English
Thomas Allen Reichert_./'
Journalism
Daniel Justin Reid../
English
Jesus Jose Rey, Jr./
J
Spanish
Michael Flinn Richards.,!'
Anthropology
Betty Keller Risher./'
Journalism
Roxanne Elizabeth Roberts~
Psychology
Michael Robert Rotondaftf
Anthropology
J . A. Rudy Roybal.I
Philosophy
John Richard Russe11yl'
Psychology
Michael Phillip Rutryerfor~
History
Kurt Matthew Sagerv'/
Philosophy
Steven Scott Salway
Political Science
Joseph Dennis Sanchez//
.
History
Michael Robert Sanders
/
Geology
IDretta Celeste Sanq val;(
/Sociology
Gretchen Mohun Schmic:\/1
Psyc o ogy
Michael Duilio Sei\/
Economics
William Anthony Seymour.r'
Speech Communication
Bonnie Jean Shaver~
Psychology
Jane Shreffler~/
Anthropology
James Kirk Shropshire~
History
Pamela Jean Sirranons .,/
Psychology
James MacDonald Sorley~
Geography
Susan L. Speare 'f"'
History
William John Spence~
English
Richard Ivan Stevens
Journalism
,1%Murray William Taylor .I
History
Jeff Hodge Teutsch~
English
Thomas Peck Tinnin-' /
Political Science
Joseph Kevin Valen~ia
Spanish & Political Science
Arnold Velez, Jr . ~
; Spanish
-"1..:11arles Albert Micha~l Vigilv' Sociology & English
"T"'°atricia Roger Wa~d~
Sociology
Craig George Wels1,1
/
English
Julie Kirtley Wilkerson,/ _Psychology
Audrey su 7an Wil7on /
,
Art
Todd M. Wilson,/
/
Geology
Jennifer Claire Wittv1
Art
Patrick John Wolcott
Ghemi:,t:ry

=--! 1.97

Minor
Biology
Philosophy
History
Speech Comm
Mathematics
Spanish
English
Russian Studies
Sociology
Sociology
Sociology
English
German
History
B&AS
Distributed
Spanish
ocio ogy
Sociology
Phil & Engl
Sociology
Spanish
English
Sociology
Naval Science
Russian Studies
Art
English
Philosophy
Philosophy
History
None
Linguistics
None
French
Anthropology
English
Psychology
Distributed
Sociology
Dielogy

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Betty Ann Arrasmith" /
Carol Sue Ashley
Robin Eric Howard Ashman./
William Thomas Baker\/'
William A. Bennett / )
Michael IDuis Bernabe
~Caro~ Diane Browning_,!
-/'\Leslie Price Bulgin-'
·j'Robert Edward Bussey/

V

.

%sununa cum laude in History

*~?1,~:c~

Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Physics
Biology
Biology
Biology

Computer Science
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Computer Science
Mathematics
Anthropology
Chemistry
Chemi stry

.. -··
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Bachelor of Science (Continued)

Cyrus Lynn Butner /
-fchristine Denise Campbel1
Raymond William CaraveoJ/
Pier Illigi Carrara..(
Sally Robin Carter~
Manuel E. Chavez-y/
·f.Jean Paulet Corey. / /
.~ames Hutch ins Davis
Geoffrey Alan Dorn._/
Dolores c. EsparzctQ~ f~---..e.
Andrew Charles Ga~cia vLeslie Ann Glassv '
/
Rudy Orlando Gonzales~
Leola Jean Gonzalez\/
Kenneth John Gran~ .~ody Genelle Gray./ /
Fred Alan Greenberg
Helen M. Hankins_Robert T. Harrison/'
Frances Carol Huttenhowll'
Bruce Alexander Jackv
-t(Frances Marie G. Jernigan./
./'
Suleiman Khalil Kassicieh
*Francis Xavier Keller•·
Jeanne Marie Kirkland~
Christopher Strong Kornegay~
James Matthew Leavis//
Kenneth J. Mac Lennan./
Greig Albert Magnuson.}
David A. Martinez~
Joseph Douglas Math~r
Michael James Me'il-_,I \,,Ji 11 Ann Mille~"'\ f'i\'.~lS
Lawrence A. Nig1)bert/
Joe Niel Otero/
Pamela Roth Peay
. ·
Jennie A. K. Richardsori.v' ···
Robert Thomas Scot~
Nancy Carol Sheehy,/'/
John Michael Sivinski /
Gary Eugene Sturdevant
-f,#Elizabeth Ann Szalay.J /
Warren Lambert Wagner'./·

*

Major
Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Astrophysics
Biology
Mathematics
Biol & Chern (BA)
Physics & Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Biology
Psychology
Geology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Mathematics
Biology
Psychology
Biology
Psychology
Biology -~C. \,\..
Biology
Mathematics
Psych & Math
Biology
Biology
Psychology
Biology & English
Psychology
Biology
Biology

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOyY
Judith M. Ke~nedy

#magna cum laude in General Studies

+~~~

Minor
Physics
Chemistry
Chemistry
French
Chemistry
Computer Science
Chemistry
Chemistry
Mathematics ~ (}
Chemistry ~
Spanish
None
None
Geology
Anthropology
Psychology
Distributed
Distributed
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
Chemistry
B&AS

.-··
Chemistry
Chemistry
Philosophy
Chemistry
Distributed
Chemistry
Distributed
Chemistry
Biology
__
~
Chemistry
Chemistry & Anth
Physics
None
Chemistry
Chemistry
Biology
None
Biology
.. _
Chemistry
... ~
Chemistry

r\.e..:\-

...-

-s-
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Eric R. Andersonv1
Frederick Christopher Arfman
Doyne Eugene Bartmess, Jr • ./'
Zenon Edward Belangerl ·
Michael Lawrence c.ox,1
Steven Lee Eaganv
Lewis Julius Fry,/
-fJoseph Albert Horvath, Jr.wl
Michael Davis Lindsey~

Hector Hernan Macia
Richard Masoru./
Monte Ceary Mingus,.,-/ /
Miguel Mino-Gallardo,
Eleuterio Estevan Ortiz /
Donald Gene Sedlock
Todd Patrick Wagener\ /
Harry Randall Wilt 1 ,.

I

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Roland Marti-Quesada ~
*Michael W. Mauser I

Oran Joseph Viator, J~. /"
Roger Elmer Wendt~

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ruy Alencar, Jr.,,,
Lorin Avery Black, Jr.~
~llard Thomas Butler-,1 1/
Richard Allen Chalfant~
Eds al H. Chappelle./
.:/<.Melvin George Duran .,/ /
John Bernard Frank, Jr.,
Bennie Green, Jr._.;
Lon Edward Hall,;/
Charlie Anthony Jones, Jr. \i'
L::mis Mirabal-_
Thomas Gilbert Mortensen

I

Michael James Rabjohns~
David Richard Raelyl
Mark Charles Reineke
Lance Chester Schneider.,!'
David Walter Schreckv'.
Joseph Wingfield Shaffer
Mark Lewis Simons/
Alan Richard Stenun-''
Larry Dean Sullivan ~
Andrew Ronald Alfred Tafoya......-'
David Bruce Walker._/
Karl Wayne Wardy/

*

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Michael David Avritt~
Daniel Alan Brady/ .
David Harry Doro ~
__)J..-;Richard Alan Fraser.-./
-/\Allen L. Gauler./
Alan Kent Gideon\
David Hugh Hall '1'
John Clare Koogler./
Roger Harold Morrison .

j

John Patrick O'Brien~
Due Thua Pham, 1
Hoa Thanh Phan• ·
Richard Roybal,
_,/(David Gerald Schwerstein.
Benny Dean Stevens v
,
James Cartter Stewart~ '
William Edward Stone-.
Vernon Thomas Williams.

.,.... ,

..-·
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Major
Teresa Mary Allen~
Special Education
Kathy Marie Baca ...,/
Spanish
Rafaelita Bachicha
English
Paula Maire Barnes~/
Spanish
*Maurice Melbourne Bloom/ History
Peter Steven Bush.(
Special Education
Mary Jane Carroll~ .
Special Education
Sally Anne Cawley;/
Special Education
Janet Marie Chiado,
/ Social Studies Comp
Mary Elizabeth Daniels,
Special Education
Mary Melinda Dexter./
Art Education
Judy Bette Flam.
/ Art Education
Eddie Michael Gallegos
·History
Veronica Carrillo Garcia/ Special Education
'1,,,~ry ~ane Sanc~ez}ilbert\1 Spec~al Education
"1 ~alerie Berg Gins
/ English
Carolyn Atkinson Haislipy None
Carmen R. Hurtado-Diaz.;
Spanish
Antonio S. Jaramillo/ 1 Special Education
Calvin Denis Kobayashi
Psychology
Margaret Mary Kushner•
Art Education
Linda Estella Martinez ) Spanish
Linda Widdows Milakovich ' eommunication Arts Comp
Duane Harold Mortensenv' Art Education
fToby Anne Mo ch
./ . .- s ecial Education
Peggy Marcella 0' onnor,/
t Education
-t;:Marta Maria Osuna,/
Special Education
~~gela Mary Pascetti
Speech
-f"•-athryn Ann Rice,/
Special Education
Patricia Scott.( ,
/
Communication Arts Comp
Clark Allon Sutherland
Art Education
Ulrike Helga Tantzen,/
Special Education
Julie Ann Trzcinski/
Art Education
-1;"-Janet Ruth Weeden.I
English
1

j

Minor
Psychology
Business Education
Special Education
Business Education
Anthropology
Psychology
Psychology
Early Chil_d hood Stu
Reading
Health Education
None
None
Political Science
Comm Disorders
Psychology
French
Reading & Spec Ed
English
Physical Education
Soc & Athl Coact ing . ·
None
Business Education
None
one
Psychology
English
Psychology
Drama
None
English
None
Sociology

Currie
Spec Ed
Sec Ed Sec· Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Spec Ed
Spec Ed
Spec Ed
Sec Ed
Spec Ed
Art Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Spec Ed
Spec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sed Ed
Spec ~d
.sec-·Ed

Art
· Sec
Sec
Art

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

Spec Ed
Sec Ed
Spec Ed
Sec Ed.
Art Ed
Spec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATJ;ON
Larry Edward Adkins/. / Elementary Education
Clara Dolores AllsteadV Elementary Education
El'isa E. Apodaca J
Elementary Education
Corine Sena Armijo~
Elementary Education
+Voula Konstantina Athens~Elementary Education
Camilla Rosella Baca~
Elementary Education
Tony M. Baca
Elementary Education
Harriet H. Barner~
Mathematics
~amela Ann Barsantiv"
Elementary· Education
oyce Diane BergJ'
,
Elementary Education
Judith Ann Blackmore.;1
Elementary Education
~:ances Ellen Browning( Elementary Education
1 ~cene Marie Bushnell{
Elementary Educ & Engl
Elizabeth Chavezv'
Elementary Education
+Retro~ctive to 7/27/73

*~~

Recreation
Bilingual Education
Sociology
Socia~?gy
Recreation
Spanish
None
Special Education
Early Childhood St
Special Education
Special Education
Early Childhood Stu
None
Bilingual Education

.,, El
El
El
El

Ed-:·...Ed
Ed
Ed

El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed

El Ed

Bachelor of Science in Education (Continued)
Major
~ r i a D. Chavez./
Elementary Education
Rudolfo Chavez/
/
Elementary Education
Tobias R. Chavez, Jr. / Elementary Education
Nicholas Gene Cheromiah
Mathematics
Jean L. R. Ciriacks..,(
Business Education
Deborah Ann Collins/
Elementary Educ & Hist
Helen Cortez
Business Education
~ohn Richmond Cushman./
Elementary Education
Adele Mary Davisv""
/ Elementary Education
Rennee Duran de Armij<>v
Elementary Education
fi:ohn Milburn Eades.I
Elementary Education
David Landrine Eggers~
Business Education
Ernest Eichwald\/'
Elementary Education
Jean Helen Febe~
/
Elementary Education
.f<r..,yndsay Joan Fishburn
Elementary Education
Margaret Jeanette Foster, Elementary Education
Henry George Gabaldon./
Elementary Education
Bonita Lucille Gallego~ Elementary Education
Margaret Perea Garcia_,;'
Business Education
.,/<Margaret Gluck/
Elementary Education
Barbara Jean Root Gooch~ Elementary Education
Coveta Maxine Gran"tt
Elementary Education
Mary V. Gurulej
Elementary Education
Anna Marie Guthrie~/ .
Business Education
~nda Barbara Hale
Business Education
-1?1oyce Hand,I
Elementary Education
-~nald Paul Harper.I /
Mathematics
Martha Tuthill Henry//
Education
Arlene Linda Herman v"
Debra Sharleen o· ns
E emen ary
Clemmie Ann Clay Johnson./ Elementary
Joseph Raymond Johnsto~ Elementary
Phyllis Wahl Keith/' /
Business Education
Aneeda Louise Killman
Elementary Education
Barbara Kosickij
Elementary Education
Earlean Kossiewl'
/
Elementary Education
Susan Jo Land Bra n ~ .
lementary
*Diana Espinoza ' · r inez
, emen ary
Carlotta Janette Mitchel
lementary Education
Doris Katherine Montoyavf Elementary Education
Mar~ene Kathleen Mont9yaJ Elementary Education
Marilyn Jean Mossien.j 1
Mathematics
..>t-~thryn Louise Neher:..'
Business Education
/'''ldrga:'et Leigh Niem 7yer..l Mathematics
Lorraine Dee Noblev
Mathematics
Richard Boniface Or"tjega
Chemistry
Mary Helen Pettiney'/ Elementary Education
Christine Ruth Potter
~Elementary Education
~osephine Rose Quintanav' Elementary Education
/,~usan Marie Rivera./
Elementary Education
Jeanne Carol Sampson// Elementary Education
Patricia
· · Wood Sau1,ders
Elementary Education
;;;_reah Lea Smithy"
Elementary Education
rel Ann Sonderlei ter/ Elementary Education
~rdel.Ann Valdez.I;
Elementary Education
ry Rios Valerio,J
Elementary Education
Marie T. Schneider/
Elementary Education

201: 1 Minor
Bilingual Education
Music
Social Sci
Athletic Coaching
English
None
Spanish
English
Special Education
Bilingual Education
Social Science Comp
History
Spanish
Special Education
Early Childhood St
English
Art Education
Recreation
Music Education
Linguistics
Special Education
Music Education
Special Education
English
History
Business Education
~ y t:..~·mp S<1..;
Early Childhood Stu
Psychology .1.
ro- er1can
Social Science
English
English
Special Education
Art Education
Home Economics
Music. Education
ar y
English
History
Social Science Comp
Health Education
Science Comp
Psychology
Psychology
Mathematics
Music ·Education
Bilingual Education
Special Education
Special Education
Psychology
Art Education
PE
Early Childhood Stu
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education

Currie
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed -El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
.sec-·Ed

El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed .
El Ed .
Ed

El
El Ed
Sec Ed .
..~Seo Ed.:·Sec Ed "·Sec Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed

·Bachelor of Science in Education (Continued)
Major
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education

Alberta Marie Waldri~
Mary Jane White/ /
Debra Ann Wilson v'

- a-
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Minor
Early Childhood St
Art Education
Health Education

Currie
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Martha Begay Ashley/
Barbara Kay Butler..,/
'f,NLinda Jean Eyberse~
ikki Delk Failsv /
Henry Joseph Garc·a
Joseph Hernandez
I?
Rosa Sylvia Muro /tega.j
Jan Jacobs Pierce
~
Susan Elaine Sigler~
Jeffrey Gil.lord Stoltz
Daniel Viv-. 1 Truby/

Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
hysical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Biology
Biology
Biology
Biology
Athletic Coach & Math
Biology
Health Education
Dance
Biology
Athletic Coach,tng
Athletic Coaching

PE
PE ..
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE

._.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
Judy Patterson Agu~lar.,/'
Teri Lee Biddison
/
Sharon Kay Burkhardt;;_,!
Dana Kathleen Fell.ma /
Carole H. Haynes\/"
~chelle Susan :Wng
Claudean E. Martinez
Mary Catherine Nagy.,/
Lynne Peckinpaugl\J
¢Mary Lenore Rodriguezw"
Mary I.cu Wall~
Peggy Jo Wigre~

Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home

'l

Economics
Economics
Ee & Dietetics
Economi.::s
Ee & Dietetics
Ee & Dietetics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics

None
Psychology
None
Psychology
None
None
None
Special Education
None
Music
Business Education
None

H
H
H
H

Ee
Ee
Ee
Ee

H . Ee··

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

~

-

Ee
Ee
Ee
Ee
Ee
Ee
Ee

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Joseph William Black/
Michael Lloyd Fuller.,!
Martin Jay Haynesj
William Norman Mayer '
Raymond Morgan..)
.:r:William Arthur Peter~./
Detlef Zern Phillips~
James Anthony Poland
Dar:ell James RichardJ'
Madie Felix Sansouci;;!

Industrial
·Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial

j

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

IE
IE
IE
IE
IE
IE
IE
.... IE
IE
IE

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN RECREATION
Michael Dennis Chirigos /
Kenneth William Do/111ard,/"
Larry Joe Garcia,//
Janyce Lee Willcut

Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation

¢eum laude in Home Economics

None
None
None
None

Rec
Rec
Rec
Rec

··-·
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH EDUCATION
Major
Health Education

1
Judith Maxine WilliamsV

Minor
Science Composite

--

- 9-

CUrric
&l

H

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
Major
Architecture
Susanne Whitfo~d Allen,;1
Art
Kim Alan Behm I
Robert Whitson Bigger
Architecture
Art
Russell Alan Bodna~(;f
Architecture
John Lynn Brooks - fl
Architecture
Gerard Robert Brownv;
James Timothy Burnsy
Art
Art
Frank Thomas Clarl;/
Architecture
John Scott Davis/
Art
..:/(James Richard Dillingham II
Architecture
Ronald &lgar Frisbie, Jr.
Richard Wayne Frush,/
Art
Art
Richard Barry Gins./
}
Architecture
Robert Alexander Harrison
Architecture
Michael Grey Marshallv"
John William Martin
Architecture
Architecture
Stephan Andrew Pappa~
Paul Erwin Pushn-1..;..::...;....2...,1.!:......c~~~ic::::..-hl-..!dc:=::nc:...=----------,-=::,:-:!"';:'"=
Arc itecture
Felix Anthony Rodriguez
Architecture
Architecture
Sarah Marie Sala7arvf
Garry Lee Smith{
Architecture
Paul Arthur Sovereign/
Art
Theatre Arts
.::fo_oy Bell Tauber.I/
James Gary Wiley
Art

J

i

.. __ ....

I

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN FINE ARTS

j

j

Joan Alworth
Richard James Beck
Elizabeth Anne ~nningham /
Sheila K . Duran
Francis Caldwell Elkin/
Linda Lee Janpol/
·
John Walter Kahal
Gretchen Kennish 1:J'
Karen Rae KJ.ett./ /
.L Joy Denise Huckins
7\ Holly Lynn Roberts
Mary Patrice Schwind

·

Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art History
Art Studio
Art Studio
Theatre Arts
Art Studio
Art Studio
Art Studio

-.!J

J j.

Barry Alan Dodd
Margaret Dee Gurley

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

.,,- ..,

BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
.

/

I

Susan Ann BorosS
.
*rJonna Lynn Hargrove . / /
LL~c.: // ~ 3'c,J\H.S toJ.\
~
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

&

ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Concentration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
General Business
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Finance
Industrial Administration
General Business
Accounting
General Business
Accounting
Ge 10 (3 ... 0
Industrial Administration
. . . -·
Finance
Industrial Administration
Acct & Finance
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Finance
Accounting
Marketing
Marketing
Industrial Administration
General Business
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Administration
General Business
Accounting
Industrial Administration
. ,. . .,
Accounting
Accounting

Ervin Tommy Aldaz /
Frank William Archibpld, Jr.~
Gary Mac Armstrong
Donald Ernest Campbel
Martin Pedro Chavez.,;'/
Orlando Esquibel, Jr.
Daniel Howard Frey v' /
Mary Denise Gallegos
-#-ivka Pepper Gisser/
/
Richard Trueman Harr1lson
Phillip Lynn Hatton{/
Helen Dmitri Jackson
}
George Andrew Jakobe III
Geor~e Doug la~ Johns~n./ ~ 5 5
Martin Howard Lange ,/
Alb~rt N. Maestas /'
/
Martha Thompson McDona]p.
Orlando Ramon Montoya,/
)
Wallace Edward Nissen, Jr.
J~es Lloyd Peixotto ..,I
Diana Christine Pope '
Charles Allan Reese~
Douglas Charles Reinhard.,I
Deborah Anne Reynolds/.
David Charles RoybalJ"
John Martin Sanchezv',
Paul Adrian Sanchezv-1
,
Walter John ScartacciniV
Gregory Milam Smith, /
/
Robert Langdon Spracf'J.,eyy'
Stephen Lee SwansonJ"
,
Cannel Richard Vigil, Jr./
~seph Anthony Waidv1
becca Catherine Welch./
Richard John Whitney ,

VJ

R

V

COLLEGE OF NURSING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

-h
~..,/}1cy

Jeanne Broach.,!

7\ ··1ctry Joan Urbanek Browne /

znthia Marsch Burcham Vf
/
ren Elizabeth Carter 1
Dawn oemarest Czapski~\
Annette Bose Duddie
Carol Hall Ellenbec~er, ·

Judi th Ann Hartman /
Marlene Juday Kracke
Juanita Piro\//
Armida Torres
/
Janet Elaine Tyler
}
Mar jon Henriette Van Erven

205
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SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
BACHELOR OF SCIE CE IN PHARMACY
Benny Tony Jar
as 1acl<ay

*Tho

il 0
rtin/
B CHELOR 0

*Lea M. Schuelko ~
Glenna Bishop T lor
UNIVERSITY COLIBGE

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES

ft.

Anna Ahumada
Kathleen ·!arie Cruz
agon . /
Leon Patrick
iJ
Gerald Ronald B ca
William Jose Baca-/'/
Mark Eugene Bakkum
Michael Raymond Barr ras..;'
James William Baug
Andrew Leland Beirne.,/
B:tuce Aubrey Benham/
James Lloyd B nnink
/
Robert Anthony Bersani
Martin John Blac
Janice Kirstine Bl k
Suzanne Joan Braverman
Arnold Roger Burnham
Colleen Clare Brigid Butler
~tichelle Ann Capin..,/'~ , __·_..~
Jack Lynn Cargil~,,/
+W~lliam P. Carp nte;-, Jr.
William L. Carter\/.
Ophelia M . Charlie /
Sus':111 Iouise Cheshire
Chris Richard Christensc
~or?e Marston Clay
William Gilbert Co cman
Mary Sniezek Cromer
Joseph Vidal Cuellar
Jeffrey Scott Davis
~~rilyn Ann Defibaugh
/
Richard Cornelius Del<negt \
~· Rodney DeVilliers, Jr.
erett William ix
Debra Ann Dodds
~bert Patrick Dough~ty
Michele Ann Dumrost\f

j

I

+Retroactive to 7/27/73

Kenneth Allan Dusenberry/
Robert Edw.11rd Ellis.I'
Jennifer Lee Fay./
Ross Andrews Ferguso
Martha Adamson FinleY,
James Joseph Flynn.,/
Frederick Lee Fresques
Paul John Gadevaiai/
/
Robert Kenneth Gaines
Mariano Georgieff
/
Robert Thomas Giffen.,r 1
Patricia Ellen Gonskev"
Linda Ellen Hall~
Tim Clark Hall
Frank Anthony Hallenbeck
Pamela Katherine Harling./
Patrick Michael H rington
Paul Glenn Hudso
Karen Anne James
Joseph Herbert Jeansy"
Ronnie Earl Jernigan~
Thomas Frederick Johns
+Janet Lee Jones..-/
David R. Kalinv"'
(
John F.dward Keedy - ;/,,. ~ .
~nstance Ramirez Ke7gan.,Gary Joseph Knychtv' ,
,, ,
Mamadou Kone./
Ralph William Kopansky, Sr
James Richard Lally.,/
/
Marjorie Mae Thompso/1 Langham,!'
Shari Jean Lara.sol\/,
Thomas Warren Lee,/' /
James Stephen Lesty/k
John Francis Lewis /
Randy Ernest u,vato

v

v

-A

/

-··
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'Bachelor of University Studies (Continued)

f

.

Warren F.dward
ch
/
Meliton
ilio :ad rid Mary Ellen
rK
Lary Alvin 1artin ./
Barbara Gray
Clintic
Joseph O. ·'cGee
Grace ·cl<ee

~

Michael T. Stewart
#Georgine wuise Stob
/
Kristopher Leigh Strance
Jean Naughton Taggard
#Scott Arvid Taylor
Sara Lynn Thiele'1'
Jane Elizabeth Thomas.I
Deborah Jean Thorsen
Richard Earl Troxel, Jr .
Thomas Steele Turbett,!
Patricia Nell Turner_,/
Julie Clayton Viebranz~
Michael Joseph Vitagliano, Jr •.,/
David Dale Weaver ~
,
,
Joan D. Weeks*'
~.JA.Jll""4.,d.,,I
Thomas Ray Welch
_: bc,~~1/) lJe.s'f- },\A
Robert Young Whittaker
/'
David Milton Wiegand , Jr . /
Brian Patrick WillettiJ
Cecilia E. Williams ; /
Bradley James Wilson&/
Debra s . Witcher./
Jacqueline Marie Wright

f
Deena wuise
Eleanor Bonsu
tiforo
+Sean William O'Brien
Elizabeth Jane Odgers
Alfred Leaver O unv'
· J _~
Jeanne Dolores wcas Palmer- ~ ~
Steven Wilkins aynter~
Spencer Cornish Picke
Gregory Lee Pope
Abram Pro.I rie
/
Yictoria wuise Prince
James Gregory Rabol
ry Johnson Ramsey
/
Coyla Joan Rankin
Lauralie Gail Rankin
William ~bert Ratcliff
Nonna Jo Reilly
~lice Faye Rivers"
Curtis Paul Rogers~
/
Rebecca wrena Ro ero.,, ,
Laurie Ann Roo
Joleen Rae Rynearson
Robert George Sahd v /
Manuel H. Sandoval\/'
Bruce Ian Schimmel~
James Fred Sc ulze
Eugene Scott
/
Robert Harlo Shaffer/
Randall Ray Sh
/
RicEard James Sigler{ f:
1 c '6c,
Tracey Pearson Smith/
v
~~rl Westbrook Stalnaker, Jr.
~~chael James Steffen w""
-f\:uchard Donald Stewart.(

:<J

+Retroactive to 7/27/73
#tnagna cum laude in General Studies

~·· --·

.

Sc..b Do l, ot LA.
:S:V,,,v , S O o 4.::S o 'C

t....)

.,,. ,.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
·1ASTER OF ARTS

John Stephen Athens II
Lynne Abdnor Barnett,/
William Wayne Basile
Christopher Brooks B
Phyllis Bain B ni
Martha
Best
Wendy Jane Blake
Carol Ann Go

v'

Valerie ·1hi ting Brewer.
Linda Sue Brigh
Evelyn Griffin Byat
Patricia Gilligan C
bell
Arturo v. Cas r s
Piana Behnke Curti
Mary Cra ford D lla Bett
Ellen Dann
Donna Lee Deyhle
Patricia L. Donnellan
Edmund Louis DuBois, Jr .
Margaret cClane ·oy~eso
Carolyn Wade Eaker
John Francis Edwards
Nan Elsasser
/
Augusta Peabody Farley
Roberta Suzanne
nns Flynn
Joe G. Fresquez
Blair Elliott Friedman
Melisendro Rllbel Gall gos
Peter Charle
rci
Paul Gilbe:i;to
Patricia Al\n Glove
Edward Het'Tllan Goff
Anne S. Goldstein /
Ralph Wilson Gren
Jose G. Griego
I lse Gertrud Hei ann
Robert Wi liam Hennig
David Hugh Hiley
:~~t~r Fr derick Huebner, Jr .
1 liam Burnside Hughes
Ann Gould Wheeler Hur
Lauri Dickinson Jack
Carl Edward Jackson
Carl D.- Jackson
Sain Jones/
Walte~ Stephen JUrkiewicz, Jr .
Andrea Ruth Karlin
Judith Ellen Ka
Norma Leticia Ken al
Geofifrey Kennedy
Bru~e Charles Krause
Lorraine Kuck
V

Major
Anthropology
Elementary Education
Guidance
Secondary Education
Art Education
Art
Special Education
Guidance
Secondary Education
Special Education
Elementary Education
Art Education
Special Education
Guidance
Special Education
Secondary Education
English
Educational Foundations
Guidance
Geography
Educational Foundati ons
Guidance
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Special Education
Guidance
Speech Communication
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Elementary Education
English
Political Science
History
Anthropology
Spanish
Portuguese _ Special Education
Geography
Math
Latin American Studies
Specia~ Education
Art Education
Guidance
Guidance
Political Science
Art
Secondary Education
English
Guidance
Speech Conununication
Art Education
Elementary Education

.-··

. ,,.. ..,
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Master of Arts (Continued)
Major
Bruce Allen Kushner, ·
Psychology
Anthon Hugh lewis,/
Secondary Education
Kay Ann I.oPopolo/
/
Secondary Education
Robert Anthony Madeo
Educational Administration
James Gary Madsen(
Guidance
David Joseph Majsterek
Special Education
Iucia Gene Mandalfino /
Recreation
Frances Piedad Martinez
Elementary Education
John Anthony Martinez,,/
/
Educational Administration
Mary Ann Frances Martinez
Elementary Education
Joann Mazzio/
; ·
Secondary Education
Jane Ellen Martin McDermott
Elementary Education
Cuvier Allen McGarrv
Secondary Education
Andrew Peter Meze~sky, /
Art
Joel Conrad Millerl/ /
Elementary Edu~ation
Thomas Arthur Millery'
;·
~
Secondary Education
Vivien Rodriguez-Mena lli 7anda
"1~ _-~apish
Celia Baldasarre Moore V
--,...---\.
~-runentary Education
Michael George Moran/ J
English
Etta Mueller Moredock~
•
English
Gillian Elizabeth Ngola - ~ ~
English
Samuel Mutisya Ngola
/":l_ ' _ _.L_ _. ~f Economics
Nina Helene Nickersonlf""j" I~~
Secondary Education
Evelyn M. Scott No~rn/'
~
Special Education
Sandra Jean Odellwi
/
Elementary Education
James Patrick O'Nei+l~
Economics
Alan Joseph Osborn/
Anthropology
Bet?zaida Remond Parajon
Elementary Education
Judith C. Peloquin{
Sociology
Barbara Ann Petrich/ /
Guidance
Charles Shelby Pfuptner
Antthropology
Alan Howard Pope v'
English
Frances Ellen Purifoy
English
Pauline B. Raelvl
-. "/
Secondary Education
Gordon Campbell Rich\/
Spanish
Silda Isabel Riva·s Quijano/
Comparative Literature
Marileta Sawyer RobinsonJ;· · ·
Educational Foundations
Juan Francisco Rodriguez'1'
Spanish
Maurice Lavern Ross./'
Latin American Studies
Nancy Naveaux s~mcnez/
}
Special Education
Sam v • . Sanchezll. A\ ""C\...
ev-s·c ~
Elementary Education Josephine Ortiz Schillev
Guidance
Art
James M. Scott
Richard C. Scott/
,
Secondary Education
Belinda Byrd SifYord/'
Secondary Education
P~ Slipy.a n /
Art
Linda Edwards Smarrella /
Guidance
l<athryn Nan·c y Stejskal/
Art
G7orge Henry · Taackj
/
Anthropology
Tl.Il\othy Mark Thomassen
Special Education
~atri?ia Mitchell/'
Art Education
eronica Velarde Tiller
History
loyal
Stanley Tintle:;· Jr .~/
History
Jo
. se Luis Valderas
Spanish
Linda Suzanne Valverde
El ementary Education

f

a:£:~t

.. -··

j

j

5c... . . . .J

(,7~)
j

r,
ft" -\- t'oJ<.
I

. ,, ~

.. -·

Master of Arts (Continued)

Regan Lance ·1hitwort
Ellen I.ouise i lan
Gail W. Zimmer

I

Major
Economics
Special Education
Special Education
MASTER OF SCIE CE

Iftikhar

i

Ted wren Al.b

/

David Ray
r
Stephen Sylvester
Roger Lawrence B
Richard Allan B r
Gary Alan Br
n
/
William Cain Brantley, Jr .
William Charl s Burd/
Chun-Sheng Fu Olan
Tho as John David
/
Russell Albert DeHaven
Marjorie Ann Jone Devaney/
Sharon Ann Dixon
Michael Lee Dorrington~
Harvey Richard DuChene
Robert Porter Forrest./ /
Craig Steven Goodknight:/'
Ronda Pyeatt Gryniuk./
John Andrew Hamilton/
Gordon Jerome Hans n
Ray u:>rain Hanson
Roger Donald Jones
William Michael Kenned
William Laurence King
Gordon James Kuhlmann
Gary Conrad Ioos /
Chao- Lun Jimmy
William James iarshall, /
Sheryl Melinda
yfieldv'
Gerald Thomas
Javier Monserr
August Frank Mosiman
Doug las Carl ewto / /
John Michael Ro ero v'
Merle Applebaum Rosenberg/
John Theodore Rundl s /
Janet Ellen Shank
Paul Bruce Slac
I<yoo Yung Song
Gary L. Stetler
Gary Lee Strong
/
:ans Jacob Taus~h, Jr.v'
enjamin Easton Thurston
Edwin Koerner Tucker

Nuclear Engineering
Physics
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Geology
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Communicative Disorders
Biology
Geology
Electrical Engineering
Geology
. ..... -·Communicative Disorders
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Mechanical Engineering
Physical Education
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physics
Computing & Information Science
Communicative Disorders
Communicative Disorders
Civil Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Civil Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Physics
Communicative Disorders
Communicative Disorders
Communicative Disorders
Geology
Chemical Engineering
Biology
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
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MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING HOME ECONOMICS
Olga Hendrick Borden/ 11
Braulia Mattos de Mellot,/ /
Emily Sue Lawrence Martinez

Brenda Karen Gold McGeet,/
Iris Jeanette Mathews Wilse~

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING INDUSTRIAL SUBJECTS
Richard Leo Salaz Herrera~
Craig Owen Spreacker~

Lloyd R. Tipton~

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING MATHEMATICS
Lewis Ellsworth Akeley Miller~
Barton Henry Preston;,1
Sidney Alfred Sanchez~

Richard Neil Curry/
/
John Patrick Epler, Jr. ·
James William Lackeyv"'J'
Joan Arden McIntosh.,/

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING SPANISH
Thomasina Carmen Hannum

Diana Wattles Baca~.'

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

--·
Douglas Carl Newton~
Rickford R. Parker .,,11/ /
Gregory Allen Ramsey
/
Michael Francis Reagan
Maximilliano Mariano Sanchez, Jr . /
Leonard Conrad Scalzi, Jr .,
Michael Charles Slot /
Michael Steven Smock
Michael Thomas Solan
Harold Millan Stoller
James Robert Tearnan.;1 . ./
Jerome Edward Truskowski,./

Edward Tan Ang/ /
Steven Dale Barnett
Michael Lloyd Brown~
,/
John Francis Edwards
James Karl Ferguso .,' /
Vivian Ellen Harris~
Helen Klutcher Kee,/
/
Edward Nikolai Laughlin
Richard Edgar Malitz./
Roger Alan Marston,/
Joseph Wasel Mazurkiewicz~
Robert Elias Miehae~
Mary Elaine Minetosvf

MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION
Oscar Sanfo;d Ayers/,
James Olin Collins 1
~l ter Donald Hewitt v

at! gr

(

Frank v. Rucker
Claude Nance Weimer

/

/

a.±::\:,.,., Y\ 7 a. IL
MASTER OF ARTS IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Augu
t'
v· sine
Christobal Baca\
ictor Dowling Brockmany"

Gary T~an Larsh/
/
Sandra I.Draine York Larsh&,/
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE

Richard Paul Bennett/
MASTER OF MUSIC
Robert D Ri
/
•
ggs
/
~an.Wi~liam Schmitz
• William Wach.;

41ajor
Applied Music
Composition
\' Composition

•

--·

- . 211 17 MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Thomas Alan Goodm n

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
Nicholas Vincent
Thad J .

Major
Pupil Personnel Services
Curriculum & Instruction

bondy

ularz

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Kenneth endell
erscn
George I.ouis Archulet
Michael Elinar Ber er~
Bruce Allen Black/
/
Jane Ann cahill Bit enfeld
David Boger
Carl David cart r
Chen-Chi Peter Ch
Chang-Ching Cheng
Carol Marie Cochran
Leo F.dward Coerver

Phillip Dan Cook
Jose E. Cordov ,/
James Lewis Craig III
F.dmond Graham Deal
/
Lawrence Lloyd Diokerson
~~ Bruce Eichstaedv
Mimi Reisel Gladstein
Alfred Anthony Grie o
James Ivo Griesho
Allan Jay Helse l\/'
Regina Igel.,/'
/.
Father Brian 'O"ohn Kelly
?
Ralph Anthony 'Liguori_...'~
Nancy Bingham · ndlove
, /
Charlotte Swairt cClure
·
Lewis Johh Oli vcr McGill°Y
Vera I.ouise Hughen orwood
Iouis Leon Olli vier, Jr .
Ambrosio Jose Orteg~
Karl Francis Ostli~~J1'
Robert Kelly P rke~o~v.. Gc...v ~, ~
~a~eswaran ThiruRa.J erinpanayagamy'
avid Dale Peterso
Isabel Boiko Price~
Cleona Jean Rogers~
John Rothfor><.J'
Alice Sandoval/
James Ernest:;·shroeder
Fung-Win She
Ethan Chandler Shumat
Earl Manuel Souza,/
Joseph Gerard Van~enheuvel
Horace Allen Youn~~
~ernarie Goecker -~oung,I"
ert Edgard Zun

j

Biology
History
Mechanical Engineering
Geology
F.d: Pupil Personnel Services
F.d: Curriculum & Instruction
Chemistry
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
English
Electrical Engineering
Chemistry
Ed: Pupil Personnel Services

. . ... --- . . -

Ed: F.ducational Foundations
Geology
Psychology
Ed: Curriculum & Instruction
English
Ed : Administration & Supervision
F.d : F.ducational Foundations
American Studies
Romance languages
History
F.d : F.ducational Foundations
Romance languages
English
Ed: Curriculum & Instruction
American Studies
Ibero-American Studies
Ed: Administration & Supervision
Ed: Pupil Personnel Services
Nuclear Engineering
_ ~ ;.;__
Ed: Educational Foundations
Psychology
History
Psychology
American Studies
Ed: Curriculum & Instruction
Psychology
Biology
Psychology
F.d : Curriculum & Instruction
Ed : Pupil Personnel Services
Ed: Pupil Personnel Services
Ed : Pupil Personnel Services
Chemistry

~-'t--..
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

February 1, 197 4

I:

The University Faculty

ICM :

The General Honors Council, John Howarth, Chairman~

JBJECT :

Request for approval of a change in the requirements for graduation
with honors in General Studies
Among the present requirements is (catalog p. 170);
4.

Completion at the University of New Mexico of all of the last
60 hours of the work for the bachelor's degree.
The General Honors Council can see no reason why the residence

requirement for Honors students should be more stringent than the
University's requirement for other students (Catalog pp. 167-168).
We recommend therefore that this requirement be deleted.
This proposed change has the approval of the Faculty Policy
Committee.

21~_
MINOR IN COMPUTER/COMPUTING SCIENCE

To fulfill the requirements for a minor in computer/
Computing Science, the student must take 21 hours of credit
selected from course offerings in the Division of Computing
and Information Science and 9omputer science courses in the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.
Certain introductory courses, such as CIS 105, 155, 156, and
EECS 336, may not be included in the 21 hours. The minor
program must be approved by an advisor in EECS and an advisor
in CIS before the completion of 12 hours of the minor. With
approval of both advisors, computer courses in other departments may be allowed in the minor.
This proposal has been approved by the Executive Committee of the Division of Computing and Information Science
and by the faculty of the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science. Additionally it has been approved by
the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences and the University Curricula Committee. The College of Education has
decided that its formal approval is not needed at this time.
Individual departments in the College of Education approve
the minors of their students.
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DATE :

TO :

Members of the Faculty

F'RO M:

David T. Benedetti, Acting Dean, The Graduate School

SUB JECT:

New Categories of Assistantships

January 4, 1974

~

The attached proposal, headed "Assistantship Categories," was put together to replace our present Assistantship classifications, with a
number of objectives in mind:
to establish clear categories whose titles would be more
descriptive of function;
to improve the cost estimation of student credit hour production
(inasmuch as some of our present "Graduate Assistants" and
"Special Assistants" teach, while others do not);
to distinguish between sources of funding;
to organize the upgrading of stipends for Assistants;
to define the various Assistantship categories more realistically
vis-a-vis the Internal Revenue Service;
hopefully, to strengthen our case to the BEF with respect to
our need for Assistants .
This proposal was adopted by the Graduate Committee on December 6, 1972.
Previously it had been reviewed by the Graduate Student Association, the
central administration and the College Deans involved.
Inasmuch as this proposal constitutes an alteration of the Assistantship
categories contained in the "Policy on Graduate Financial Aid" approved
by the General Faculty on November 21, 1972, I believe it would be appropriate for the General Faculty to adopt the attached statement as an
addendum to that policy, to take effect in the fall semester, 1974.
Thank you,

b/k
Attachment

Adopted by the
Graduate Collllllittee
December 6, 1973
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ASSISTANTSHIP CATEGORIES
An appointment to a Teaching Assistantship or Graduate Assistantship is
primarily a grant-in-aid to enable the student to attend the Graduate School.
Secondarily, the appointment involves student services to the University not
to exceed an average of 20 hours per week (FTE .50).
Normally such appointments are for the academic year, or one semester, at
.SO FTE ("full-time"). Half-time (.25 FTE) and 1/3 time (.17 FTE) appointments are also possible.
Appointment as a Teaching Associate, or employment as a Graduate Student
Employee, is primarily for student service to the University and secondarily
as a grant-in-aid to enable the student to attend the Graduate School.
Assistantship and Teaching Associate appointments are effected by means of
the modified Assistantship Recommendation and Contract form, and the CPR-21
(to be replaced by the new Employment Form).
Teaching Assistant, Regular.
An Assistant who is responsible for one or more classes or lab sections or
is directly involved in producing student credit hours. His or her employment
is funded by monies appropriated by the New Mexico Legislature and authorized
by an Assistantship allocation from the Board of Educational Finance.

Recommended Stipend
Academic Year, .50 FTE
Level 1 (first Year)
Level 2 (second year)
Level 3 (third year plus
MA or equivalent)

$3,000 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.*
3,100 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.
3,200 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.

Teaching Assistant, Special.
An Assistant who is responsible for one or more classes or lab sections,
or is directly involved in producing student credit hours, and who is funded
from departmental sources , not under the BEF Assistantship allocation. The
account number(s) to which the stipend and tuition waiver ($450 per academic
year) are to be charged must be indicated on the ARC.

Level 1 (first year)
Level 2 (second year)
Level 3 (third year plus

Recommended Stipend
Academic Year, .50 FTE
$3,000 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.
3,100 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.
3,200 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.

* Stipend figures in this document are recommendations
only, Actual stipends will be contingent upon the
state appropriation received by the University.
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Teaching Associate.
An advanced Teaching Assistant who holds the Master's degree, is
responsible for one or more sections and directly produces student credit
hours, and is funded from departmental sources; the account number to be
charged must be indicated on the ARC. The Teaching Associate may be
employed up to .50 FTE if not yet advanced to doctoral candidacy, or up to
.95 FTE if advanced to doctoral candidacy.

Academic Year, .SO FTE
Teaching Associate

$4,500 (minimum), no tuition waiver.

Graduate Assistant, Regular.
An Assistant whose duties are related to instruction but are not

directly involved in producing student credit hours. His or her employment is funded by monies appropriated by the New Mexico Legislature and
authorized by an Assistantship allocation from the Board of Educational
Recommended Stipend
Finance.
Academic Year, .SO FTE
Level 1 (first year)
Level 2 (second year)
Level 3 (third year plus
MA or equivalent)

$3,000 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.
3,100 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.
3,200 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.

Graduate Assistant, Special.
An Assistant whose duties are related to instruction but not directly
involved in producing student credit hours, and who is funded from departmental sources, not under the BEF Assistantship allocation. The account
number(s) to which the stipend and tuition waiver ($450 ~ academic year)
are to be charged must be indicated on the ARC.
Recommended Stipend
Academic Year, .SO FTE
Level 1 (first year}
Level 2 (second year)
Level 3 (third year plus
MA or equivalent)

$3,000 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.
3,100 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.
3,200 plus 24 hours tuition waiver.

Graduate Student Employee.
A graduate student not holding an Assistantship may, with Graduate
School approval, be employed for a semester or less on an hourly basis and
paid by time-slip for particular functions falling outside normal assistantship responsibilities; these may not be functions directly associated with
the production of student credit hours, and must not exceed an average of
twenty hours per week, at a pay rate comparable to that of assistants. Such
an appointment is funded by departmental sources, not under the BEF Assistantship allocation, and is effected by means of a CPR-23 (or the new Employment
Form, when avail able) on which he or she is to be identified as "Graduate
Stude nt Employee ."
'
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Research Assistantships, RA-1 and RA-2.
Research Assistantships are offered in some departments; inqui~ies
should be addressed to the individual department. RA-1 is pre-master and
RA-2 is post-master.
While these assistantships are usually assigned for a maximum of 20
hours per week, a Research Assistant who has been advanced to candidacy .
may, with ·the approval of his supervisor, the administrator of the degreegranting unit, and the Dean of the Graduate School, be employed more than
half time. Research Assistantships may be· open for full-time employment
(40 hours per week) during the summer period and the period between semesters.
The student need not be registered for courses during those periods.
The normal minimum full-time equivalent rate for RA-1 and RA-2 is
$4.30 and $4.55 per hour, respectively; these rates are comparable to the
benefits received by Graduate Assistants. A monthly stipend not in excess
of 75% of 1/9 of the average salary of UNM Assistant Professors (non-Medical
School) for two semesters of academic service shall constitute a maximum
for a Research Assistant's pay. Tuition is not waived. Non-resident Research
Assistants are eligible for the resident tuition rate, but only for the first
three consecutive semesters of their attendance at the University.
The Research Assistant title may not be used for students engaged in
non-research-related work.
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January 23, 1974
Modified Proposal for Grading Policy for Undergraduate Students(!)(*)
1.
Except where otherwise restricted (see 4 and 5 below), students
may cho~gy freely any one of the following three options for any
course.
The grading option chosen must be specified at registration. Students may change from one option to another, once only for
each course, and only during the first 4 weeks of the regular semester·
or the first 2 weeks of summer session.
2.

The grading options are:

Option I. The grades awarded will be indicative of the quality
of work done. Their significance is as follows:
A, Excellent.
B, Good.

4 grade points per credit hour.

3 grade points per credit hour.

C, Satisfactory.

2 grade points per credit hour.(2)

D, Barely passing.
I, Incomplete.

.

1 grade point per credit hour.

[Sarne as present policy.]

No Entry. If the student does not earn one of the above grades,
no entry of the course is made on the student's record.(3,4)
Option II. The grades awarded will be indicative of the quality
of work done. Their significance is as follows:
CR, Credit. Satisfactory work or better.
or better on Option I.} (6)
I, Incomplete.

(Equivalent to C

[Sarne as present policy.]

No entry. If the student does not earn one of the above gra1~s 4)
no entry of the course is made on the student's record. '
Courses taken under Option II are not computed in the scholarship index.
There is no limit on the number of courses which may be .taken
und~r this option. students are warned, however, that it ma be to
their disadvantaqe to ta e too many courses under t i s o tion 1 t ey inten to seek admission to certain professional or graduate schools.<~ )
Option III.

Tl)

Audited courses.

[Sarne as present policy.]

Numbers in parentheses refer ·to the attached notes.
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3.
For certain special courses or programs (e.g., Honors courses),
different grading systems might be adopted, with the approval of the
University Faculty.
4.
Departments and colleges may, for certain special courses {generally such as internship courses, problems, etc.), restrict the
students' choice to Option II only.
5.
Professional colleges may restrict the grading options for their
programs, if necessary in the students' interest.

22'ih3
NOTES

1.
The proposal is not presented as a logically defensible, complete and satisfactory solution for all the problems associated with
grading.
It is presented as a workable system, which would be more
uniformly applied than the present system, and, because of its
flexibility, be more generally acceptable to faculty members with
very different philosophical approaches.
The proposals aims to counter the present inflationary tenden-

cies rather than exacerbate them, and to provide a system in which
the catalo

descri tion of the University's olicy is reasonably
y appens. T e presen system nas ro en a own
because it is not acceptable to and net implemented by many faculty
members. If the system is acceptable to all, and reasonably uniformly applied, we can spend more time on teaching and less on arguing about grades. If a generally workable policy is not adopted,
the difficult question of enforcement of policy is raised.
c ose tow at actua

2.
The interpretation of C as "satisfactory" rather than "average"
means that instructors must make their own subjective assessment,
and, of course, not all instructors will have the same absolute standard. With the removal of failing grades, however, it should be
easier for them to demand really satisfactory work for a C, so that
we can return to a situation where C is a perfectly respectable grade.
This has advantages over the statistical approach implied by the use
of the term "average." If c is average, there must be as many students below average as above, and as many grades lower than C as there
are above, no matter what the level of achievement of the students or
how good (or how bad) the teaching process. This may be an efficient
sorting process but is not a good educational one.
3.
The replacement of F and NC by No Entry allows the student to
explore new possibilities without fear of penalty, and eliminates the
~unitive aspect of grading. This punitive effect exists, whether the
instructor intends to punish the student or not. The Fis there,
permanently on the student's record. By eliminating withdrawals, the
system is simplified, and a lot of paper work eliminated.
Most objections to this provision seem to center on the following
argurnen ts :

J
I . ·

a) The incidence of the "disappearing student" phenomenon would
~e increased. This phenomenon is only undesirab~e if it results
in other students being shut out of classes. This bad effe~t
can be minimized if faculty members drop students who miss a
significant number of classes during the drop-add period so that
places are opened up for students who have been closed out.
Students who disappear after the time when others could ad~ t~e
course do no harm, except possibly to themselves. Surely it is
better that they disappear freely and lightheartedlr, rather than
be coerced into finishing a course resentfully and inadequately.
b) We are abr~gating our responsibility if we do not give students
a clear message that they have failed to meet the requirements
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for th~ course. ~his is nonsense. If a student is not given
a passing grade {i.e., he gets no entry on his record) the message to the student is clear. What is lacking is the Fon his
recora, like an albatross round his neck forever.
In our society students and criminals are the groups who
have a permanent record of their failures.
Faculty members do
not include failures on their curricula vitae. How about:
"1971--Failed to be offered a faculty appoint~ent at Harvard;
1972--Failed to exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art, or, Eada
research grant application rejected by NSF; 1973--Had an article
rejected by the International Journal of Hypercritical Obfuscation; and so on?"
c) It is necessary or desirable to record failures on students'
transcripts in order that the record be "complete," for the
benefit of whoever reads and evaluates it later. There might
be an argument for this if there were any possibility of its
being really complete. But the idea is a deceptive one and can
lead to a rationalization of another subtle example of racial,
sexual, and economic discrimination. Students who are economically able to take a normal class load without any need to work
to support themselves are less likely to fail courses than students who are economically and socially disadvantaged.
A student who has to work 30 or 40 hours a week to support
himself or herself, and possibly a family as well, or a woman
with small children and inadequate financial resources has a
handicap . . unless this kind of information is on the transcript
as well, the record is not "complete," and the contention that
it is a fair and complete record tends to perpetuate discrimination.
d) Lack of information about students' unsuccessful attempts
would create problems in certain departments over such things as
restrictions and limited enrollment in certain courses.
These difficulties are easy to overcome. Departments would
still have records of enrollments and could limit the number of
times a student would be allowed to enroll for a course. These
and many other practical problems were discussed by the committee
to Study Grading concerns, and practical solutions were found.
The Committee did not list the solutions in detail, because
departmental faculties are ingenious enough to come up with better
ones.
4•
"No entry" does NOT mean that the name of the course is entered
~n the record with no entry in the column for grades.
It means that
he course is not entered on the student's record at all.
5•
The choice of grading system should normally be made by the stu~~nts themselves. They have the responsibility for their own educaion, and have the responsibility for determining, hopefully after

i
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approoriate advising, what is in their own best interest. Ad ? ising
of students is very important, and the Faculty should urgently look
into ways of providing satisfactory academic advisement for all students. The advice available should be accurate, informed, and wise;
the student should not be compelled to accept it.
6.
The interpretation of CR as "equivalent to C or better," rather
than "equivalent to Dor better'' is important. It is intended to
discourage the use of this grade option as an easy way to conceal
minimal performance. With this interpretation it should also be
acceptable for prerequisite courses.

